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METHOD OF PROCESSING

When processing the monograph on cave bears from the whole or
Europe [MUSIL 1980, 1982) I collected all literature from all European
countries that was available for me . The individual articles 'dealt not
only with cave bears but gave outlines of entire faunistic communi ties,
sometimes in great detail and with respect to the particular layers very
exactly defined temporally . ,This overall outline that is available with
me inspired me to try to present the development of faunisti c com
munities of Europe in this paper .

I considered it the mos t suitable to limit myself only to tile Lasf
Glacial into certain sectors wh ich I process in the same way so as to
by finds, that it is best known from all aspects and tliat is exh tbtts i
a great variety of climatic oscillations. It also immediately precedes
the Holocene, i.e. an epoch of the final formation of present-day fauna,
and from this very point of view it is immensel y important.

The modern stratig raphic sca le of Wiirm could not be used as a whole.
This is because I have used a great variety of articles 'from different
times, not only the recent ones. This fact affe cted the division of the Last
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Glacial into certain sectors which I process in the same way so as 1:10
obtain comparable results. Even so, due to articles of different age, it is
possible to expect some minor time discrepancies in some cases, chiefly
concerning time re lation from more distant areas which are hard to
remove. In sp ite of these possible .,', and I believe only isolated - short
comings the outline of the development of communities given below
corresponds to reality.

I divide the Last Glacial into the Io llowing SUbstages from the point of view of
the faunas processed :
H the late part of Stadial W3 [Magdalenian)
G the latter half of W3 [Solutrean)
F substages W 213 and W3 [Gravettian)
E Stadial Wz
D Moustertan (without exact time classification)
C Interstadial W1/2 (Mous terian)
B W1 [Moustertan J
A Early Wiirm

Originally I wanted to divide the area of the whole of Europe regularly
into the individual provinces and process these independently. But at
the very beginning it became evident that it would not be quite possible.
This is because the finding places of fossil fauna are not distributed
evenly, but they concentrate into only some regions. Thus there appear
places with a great concentration of finds and, on the other hand, areas
with only isolated finds or those where all finds are lacking. The degree
of investigation of the individual regions is another obvious feature.

For the above reasons I have specified regions with a major number
of localities and with roughly the same climatic conditions at the same
time. The conclusions can be then be generally interpreted into the other
surrounding areas. The individual independently processed regions from
the west to the east are as follows :

Region 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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the northern part of the Iberian Peninsula [with the exception of the Pyre
nees, prevailingly its NW part)
the Pyrenees and their slopes
southern and central France
northern and central parts of Italy, Yugoslavia near the Adriatic coast
the Alps and their extensive promontory
southern part of the Federal Republic of Germany '.
central Germany (FRG, German Democratic Republic)
northern part of the FRG, Jutland and its southern surroundings
the region of Belgium
Czechoslovakia, particularly Morav ia , to a lesser degree Bohemia and Slovakia
Poland, mostly its central and southern half
the Pannonian lowland, mainly its northern part
the inland of Rumania
the environs of th e Danube delta
the region around the Dniester River (U.S.S.R.)
the region south of the City of Kiev [U.S.S.R.}
the Krimea
the region between the rivers Don and Volga (U.S.S.R.) r

the Caucasus and its slopes
the southern part of the South Ur al Mountains
th e nor thern part of the Pechora River (the Nor th Ura ls )



These regions delimited mainly from the point of view of the con
centration of localities thus constitute a skeleton for solving the problems
of the development of European communities in the course of Wlirm.

An alyzing the fauna I concentrated my attention to most of the species
described. Their ecological r equirements are, of course, different. This
con cerns a lso vegetation to which most of them are bound. That is why
I have specified the main plant zones and species typical of them. If
a species is found in severa l zones, I do not neglect this fact. The other
species depending on other conditions than temperature or the plant
cover are lis te d separately.

Species dominating the community of the given time and the given
region are marked sep arat ely (printed in capital italics) .

The areas of the main distribution of the individual species:

Th e tundra:

Ranq ijer ta ran dus, Ouibos mo schatus, Gulo qulo, Lepus timidus, Coelodonta antiquitaits,
Alope x laqopu s, Mammonteus primiqenius, Dicrostonyx torquatus, Inorostorujx lienseli,
Lemm us Iemmus.

o Th e subarc tic fore st in cluding the taiga:
Ursus arctos, Lynx lynx, Cer ous elaphus, Ranqijer tararuius, Bas pritniqenius, Marmota
marmota, Alces alces, Sciurus vulgaris, Megaloceros qiqatiteus, Canis "lupus, Castor tiber.

.&. Th e ar cti c steppe, the loess s teppe , the steppe :
Citel l us citellus, Citel l us r ujescens, Cr i cetus cr icetus, Equus sp., Bison priseus, Och otona
pus illa, Spermophilus r ujescen s, Mam monteus primiqeni us, Saiqa tatarica, A lopex lag 0

pus, Lepus t imidus, Coel odonta atitiquita t is, Runqijer tarandus, Ouibos moschatus, Mar
mota marmota, Alces alces, Equus (A.) luulr unttnus, Equus (A.) hemionus, Meqaloceros
qiqariteus, Vortnela sp., Alactaga [acul us, Dicerorhinus he mitoectius.

Th e mil d zon e for est, meadows, wa ter:
Ursus arctos, Ursus prise us, Lynx lynx, Martes martes, Martes [oina, Lutra lutra, Canis
lupus, Vulpes tiulpes, Castor tiber, Sus scrota, Ceruus elaphus, Capreolus capreolus, Bas
pr imiqenius, Da ma dama, Glis qlis, Felis siloestris, Panthera leo, Oryctolagus cuniculus,
Sci urus vulgar is.

All the other species described in the present paper have a climatically
broad range of toleration. Characteristic of significantly warm climate
are abo ve all: Dtcerorhinus kirchberqensis, Hippopotamus am.ptiibius,
Palaeo loxodon aniiquus, Testudo tiermanni, Canis au reus} Canis lupaster,
Sus scrota} Hystrix cristata.

THE TIME ANALYSIS OF THE FAUNAS OF THE INDIVIDUAL REGIONS

Early Wtirm

The find s descr ibed evidently include the beginning of the Last Glacial with its first
interstad ials and stadials. Finds marked in this way were limited only to the region
of the Iberian Peninsula and Central Europe. The species composition in the individual
regi ons looks as foll ows:

Regi on 1: Specie s living in the forest prevail, steppe elements are, however, quite
frequently represented. Main species of the community (printed in capital italics) .

• D. kirchberqensis, H. amphibius, Sus scroja, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes
uulpes.

• 0 Cast or tiber, CERVUS ELAPHUS, Canis lupus, BOS PRIMIGENIUS, .Lynx lynx.
A 0 Ma rmota marmota, Megaloceros qiqanieus.
A Equus sp., Bison priscus.
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• A. 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
~ Lepus timidus.

Other species described: Parithera pardus, Panthera spelaea, RUPICAPRA RUPICAPRA,
URSUS SPELAEUS, Meles metes, Capra ibex, Sorex sp.

A• •• •

Region '4: A small numcer of species indicates that the community is not complete.
The main species of the community.

• D. kirchberqensis, Vulpes vulpes.
• 0 Cerirus elaphus, Canis lupus.

£. 0 Marmota marmota, Alces alces.
• A Lepus timidus.
The .following are listed from among the other species: Ursus speiaeus, Crocuta spelaea....

Region 6: Despite a low number of species represented rather steppe and tundra
elements seem to prevail. The chief species of the community.

• Capreolus capreolus.
• 0 CERVUS ELAPHUS, Bos primiqenius.

Equus sp., Bison priscus.
o RANGIFER TARANDUS.

M. PRIMIGENJUS, C. aniiquitatis.

Region 10 : Animals of the taiga, the tundra and the steppe prevail. Chief community
species.

Capreolus capreolus.
• 0 Castor tiber, Cerous elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius.

• Saiqa taiarica, EQUUS sp ., Bison priscus, Equus (A.) hydruntinus.
./ • 0 Alces aices.

• • 0 Ranqiier tarandus.
o Gulo qulo.

• ... Lepus titnidus, Alopex laqopus, M. PRIMIGENIUS, C. ANTIQUITATIS.
From among -th e other species the following are given: Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra
rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, Ouis sp., Crocuta spelaea, Capra ibex.

Martes tnartes, Vulpes vulpes.
Castor tiber, Ceruus elaptius, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius,
Lynx lynx.

• Ochotona pusilla, Equus sp ., Bison priscus.
• 0 Alces alces.

•• 0 Ranqiier tarandus.
• ... Lepus timidus, Alopex lag opus, M. primiqenius, C. antiquttatis.
• Dtcrostorup: sp., Lemmus lemmus.
From among the other species the following are given: Panthera spelaea, Panthera
pardus, URSUS SPELAEUS, Talpa europaea, Crocuta spelaea, Sorex sp.

Region 11 : Elements of the taiga, the tundra and the steppe prevail. Main community
species.•

• 0

Region 12: Relatively frequent are .forest species, those of the central European forest
and of the tatra. Steppe elements are also frequent. Main species of th ecommunity.

• Martes martes, Sus scrota, Felis siluestris, Vulpes uulpes, Sciurus vulgaris,
Capreolus capreolus.

• 0 Castor tiber, Cervus elaphus, Canis l upus, Ursus arctos, Lynx lynx.
£: Ochotona pusilla, Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp ., Bison priscus.
... 0 AIces alces, Megaloceros qiqanteus.

.... 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• A Lepus timidus, Alopex laqopus, M. primiqenius, C. antiquitatis.
From the other species the following are represented: Hystrix cristata, Pantliera pardus,
Paniliera spelaea, Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, Ouis sp., Erinaceus sp., Talpa
europaea, MELES MELES, Lepus europaeus, Musteia sp., Puiorius sp ., sorex sp .

Region 14: Steppe elements strongly prevail. Main community species .
• Martes martes.
• 0 Ceruus etaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos.
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~ Saiga tatarica, EQUU Ssp., Bison priseus, Equus (A.) hudruntinus.
... 0 Megaloceros qiqanieus.
... 0 Ranqijer tarandus.

Alopex laqopus, M. primiqenius, C. antiquitatis.
From among the other species the following are listed: URSUS SPELAEUS, Crocuta spe 
laea, Capra ibex.

The period of Early Wtirm is a stretch of time with a relatively warm climate all
over Europe. Forests, however, are not continuous, but inter change with areas of steppes,
irrespective of the average annual temperature. This means that the whole area of
Europe was relatively arid. .

The warmest region at that time appear to be the northern part of the Iberian
Peninsula, northern Italy and Yugoslavia. Both central and southern France will no
doubt belong here as well. In the Pannonian lowland there also prevailed a relatively
warm climate at that time. As the coldest there appear to be the southern part of
the FRG, the area of Czechoslovakia and that of the Danube delta. In those regions
not only the amount of tundra elements increases, but there is also a sharp increase
in the steppe elements. This is evidently due to an extensive spread of steppes, of
course in any case with the presence of continuous forests of the taiga or of central
European forest types. Of interest is the region of Poland which might have had some
what more advantageous climatic conditions than regions situated immediately south
of it.

Climatically, in the relation of this time space the regions studied can be evaluated
as follows :

very warm climate : 1, 4
warm climate : 12
mildly cold climate: 10,11
very cold climate: 6. 14
extremely cold climate: -

Species explicitly requirmg warm climate are found in Region 1 [D. ktrchberqensis,
P. antiquus), in Region 4 [D. lcirchberqensiss and in Region 12 tHustrix cristatav, Steppe
species, like Octiotosia pusilla and Saiqa tatarica are currently found in the area of cen
tral Europe. Ouibos moschatus is documented from the Alps, the westernmost finds
of Dicrostonyx sp. and Lemmus lemmus come from Poland.

S tad i a 1 W1

The finds thus marked can evidently come from a fa irly long time period, from the end
of the Last Interglacial up to Interstadial W1/ 2. They are limited chiefly to the area
of western, central and southern Europe. The species composition in the individual
regions is as follows:

Region 1: All species point to a very warm climate, with forests and steppes present.
Main species of the community.

• D. kirchberqensis, P. antiquus, Sus scrofa, Oryctolagus cuniculus, Capreolus
capreolus.

• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, BOS PRIMIGENIUS.
'A 0 Marmota marmota.
A Equus sp., Bison priseus.

... . 0 Rangifer tarandus.
From the other species the following are given : Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus,
Crocuta spelaea, Capra purenaica.

Region 3: The dominant element are animals living in the forest , the steppe element
ls not negligible. Chief species of the community.

• D. kirchberqensis, Dama dama, H. amphitius, Sus scrofa, Felis siloestris,
ORYCTOLAGUS CUNICULUS, Sciurus vulgaris, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes
oulpes.

... 0 Marmota tnarmota, Megaloceros qiqanteus.
• 0 Ceruus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx.

4 Ociiotona pusilia, Equus sp ., Bison priseus.
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A 0 Ranqi jer tar arui us.
III A M. prim iqenius, C. ant iq uitatis.
The oth er sp ecies in clude : Panthera spelaea, Panthera pardus, Rupicapra rupicapra,
Ur sus spe lae us, Erinaceus sp ., Talpa europaea, Meles metes, Crocuta spelaea, Capra ibex.

Reg ion 4: Forest e leme nts dominate, relatively freq uently also steppe animals are
repre sented. Chief species of the commun it y.

. • P. arit iquus, D. kirchberqensis, H . amphibius, Sus scrota, Martes martes,
Felis si loestr is , Glis ql is, Sciurus vulgaris, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes
vulpes.

o CERVUS EL APHUS, Can is lupus, Ursus arct os, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx.
o Marmota marmota.

A Cricetus cric etus, Equus sp., Bison pr isc us,
A o ·Alces alces, Meqaloceros qiqanieus.

• A Lep us timidus.
From among the other species the following are included: Panihera pardus, Panthera
spelaea, Cuon alpinus, Rupicapra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS, Brinaceus sp., Meles
me les, Crocuta spetaea, Putor ius putorius, Sorex sp., Mustela niuaiis, Capra ibex.

A
A•11-.

Region 5:•e O
o

Animals of all environments are represented. Chief community species.
Martes martes, Felis siloestris, GUs qlis, Vulpes vulpes.
Cervus elaptius, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx.
Marmota marmota.
Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp., Bison priseus.

o Ranqijer tararuius.
o Gul o qulo.

Alopex lagopus, Lepus t imidus.
Dicrostorup: sp.

From among the other species the following are listed : Parittiera spelaea, Parithera par
dus, Cuon alpinus, Rup icapra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEU S, Sorex sp ., Putorius putarius,
Mustela niualis, Capra ibex.

-/A

- .....

Region 6: Steppe and tundra elements a re very frequent. Of course, also animals of
the central European forest are repr ese nted. Main species of the community.

• Sus scrota, Felis siluestris, GUs qlis, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes oulpes,
• 0 Cerous elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx.

Ochotona pu sillla, Cricetus cricetus, Spermophilus sp., EQUUS sp., Bison
pr i seus, Alactaga [aculus.

o MegaToceros qiqanieus.
o Ranqijer tarandus.

Ouibos moschatus, Lepus timid us, Alopex laqopus, M. PRIMlGENIU 5, C. anti
quitaiis.
Dicrostonyx sp., Lemmus Lemmus.

From the other species the following are listed: Panthera spelaea, Cuon alpinus, Rupi
capra r upi capr a, Ursus spelaeus, Er tnaceus sp., Crocuta spelaea, Sorex sp., Mus~ela

niualis.

Reg ion 11:

0...
• ... 0
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Region 10: Th e nu mber of species listed is lower. the steppe and tundra elements
seem to pr evail. Main specie s of the commun ity.

Vul p es uulpes.
• 0 Canis lupus, Bos primiqenius .

A Saiga tatarica, Equus sp.
II A 0 Ranqiier tararidus.

A Lepus timidus, M. primiqe n iu s, C. antiquitat is .
From the other species the foll owing ar e listed : Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta spelaea.

Tundra and steppe elements prevail. Main sp ec ies 'of the community :
Martes martes.
Cervus elaphus, Can is lupus, Bos primiqenius.

, Ochot ona pusilla, Cricetus cr icet us, Citellus citellus, EQUU Ssp., Bison
priscus.
Ranqiler tararuius,



• ... Ooibos mo schatus, Lepus timidus, M. pr i m iqe n i us, C. an t iqui tatls.
• Dtcrostonux sp., Lemmus te mmus.
From the other species the following are given: URSUS SPELAEUS, Talpa europaea,
Crocuta spelaea, Sorex sp., M ustela niualis .

Region 17: Steppe forms prevail. The presence of the fi nds of D. k i rchberqens is is no t
in accord with the other species. The main species of the community.

• D. kirchberqensis.
• 0 Cervus elaphus.

A Saiqa tatarica, Equus sp. , Bison prise us, Equus fA.] hydrunttnus.
A 0 Megalaceros giganteus.

• • M. PRIMIGENIUS.
The following are listed from among the other species : Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta spelaea.

Region 18: A small amount of finds, nevertheless indicat ing an open steppe. Chief
species of the community :

Vulpes »ulpes.
A Saiga tatarica, Equus sp ., BISON PRISCUS.

• M. primigenius.

Region 19: Forest elements dominate , steppe elements be ing a lso relati vely frequent.
Main suec tesot the community. .

D. lcirchberqensis, Dama tiama, Martes maries, Sus scrota, Capreolus cap
reolus, Vulpes oulpes.

o CERVUS ELAPHUS, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Lynx lynx.
.&. CANIS AUREUS, Bison pr ise us, Equus fA]. hy d r unt i nus.
A 0 Megaloeeros qiqanteus.

• A Gulo qulo, Lepus timidus.
Other species described : Panihera pardus, Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra rup icapra, URSUS
SPELAEUS, Oois sp. , Meles meles, Capra ibex.

Substage W1 is characterized - on the basis of the faunistic community - by an
increased average annual temperature when compared with the latter half of Wiirm,
which holds for the entire area studied. An essential increase in temperature is, however,
perceptible in the northern part of the Iberian Peninsula, in southern and central
France, in the north of Italy and Yugoslavia , in the Crimea and in the Caucasus. Now 
here in the regions studied extremely cold climate is observed ; the coldest seem. to be
the regions of Czechoslovakia and Poland.

Despite the increased average temperature great ar idity of the cli mate evidently
persists. Steppe elements are represented not only in the colder r egions , but relatively
amply also in the warmes t ones. This is due to the fact that in thi s. substage areas
of the forest and of the steppe alternate ir re spe ctiv e of the aver age annual temperature.
There are, of cours e, also regions wher e the distribution of the st eppe is st rongly in
fluenced by the underlying rocks , such as the Crimea.

Climatically t he studied areas in . relation of thi s very subst age can be evaluated
as follows:

very warm climate: 1, 2, 3, 17, 19
warm clim ate: 13
mil dly cold climate : 6
very col d climate: 10, 11
extremely cold climat e: -

Of interest is the pos it ion of the Alps and their northe rn adjacent part (t he southern
part of the FRG) from the point of view of aver age tem perature. Their cli mate was
more favourable than th at in Czechoslovakia or in Poland.

As for the individ ual species, an ima ls re quir ing exp licitly warm climate occ ur a ll
over the south of Eur ope.

Reg ion 1 (NW part of the Iberian Peninsu la ) : D. k irchbe rqensis , P. anitquus.
Region 3 (so uthern and central France) : D. k irchberqens is, P. antiquus, Dama da ma ,

H. amphibius.
Region 4 (the north of It aly an d Yugoslav ia ) : D. ki r chberq ensis, P. an tiquu s, H.

amphibius.
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Region 19 (the Caucasus): D. kirchberqensis, Dama dama.
The area of distribution of Sus scroja, Felis silpestris and other species of the central

European forest ends in the north by the Alps or by southern part of the FRG, 1. e. it
is relatlvely small. In Spain and in France Oryctolagus cuniculus is present. Only the
species Cervus elaphus inhabits the whole European area, the same as Bas primiqenius
and Bison priscus.

Interesting is also a great distribution of Ochotona pusilla (up to the south of Fran
ce) . Saiqa tatarica, on the other hand, reaches only up to central Europe. Relatively
rare are the finds of Alces alces and Megaloceros qiqanieus in that substage.

Goibos moschatus has been recorded in the southern part of the FRG, finds of marn
months are relatively infrequent, but they are registered even from the region of
southern France, 1. e. from a region with very warm climate. The same holds for C. anti
quitatis. Frequent are finding places of typical tundra animals such as Dicrostonux
and Lemmus which are often found in the western part of Europe as far as in the Alps
and in the southern part of the FRG.

Substage Wl/2
The substage of the so-called First Wiirm Interstadial (Wl/2, Hengelo, Podhradem,

Mlddle-Wurm Interstadial, etc.) is a substage of relatively mild to warm climate all
over Europe. The whole of eastern Europe is missing in our outline, but it can be judged
that climatic conditions there might have been analogical to those of central or western
Europe. The species pattern in the individual regions looks as follows :

Region 3: Most animals are characteristic of the central European forest zone. The
presence of P, antiquus and D. kirchberqensis points to very warm climate. Chief spe
cies of the community.

• P. aritiquus, D. kirchberqensis, Dama dama, Sus scrota, Martes maries,
Parithera leo, Oryctolagus cuniculus, CAPREOLUS CAPREOLUS, Vulpes nul
pes.

• 0 CERVUS ELAPHUS, Can is lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx.
• Citellus citellus, EQUUS sp., BISON PRISCUS, Equus (A) . huaruntmus.

... 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• .. Alapex lagopus.

.. 0 Marmota marmota, Megaloceros qiqanteus.
Other species described: Panthera pardus, Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus
spelaeus, Oois sp., Lepus europaeus, MElES MELES, Talpa europaea, Erinaceus sp.,
CROCUT A SPELAEA, CAPRA IBEX, Putorius putorius, Cuon alpinus.

Region 4: Despite a great prevalence of forest animals also elements typical of the
northern regions appear. Despite this, the climate must have been significantly warm.
Main species of the community.

• D. kirchberqensis, Sus scrota, Martes maries, Felis siluestris, Sciurus vul 
garis, Glis qlis, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes vulpes.

• 0 Castor tiber, CERVUS ELAPHUS, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primi 
genius, Lynx lynx.

A Citellus citellus, Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp., Bison priscus.
• .. Lepus timidus, Alopex lagopus, M. primiqenius.

.. 0 Marmota marmota, Megaloceros giganteus, Alces alces.
• 0 Gulo gula.
Other species mentioned: Panihera pardus, Panihera spelaea, Cuon alpinus, Rupicapra
rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS, Ovis sp., Lepus europaeus, Meles metes, Talpa europaea,
CROCUT A SPELAEA, Putorius putorius, Mustela niualis, Sorex sp., Capra ibex.

Region 5: Forest and taiga elements prevail, tundra animals in relation to them are
in a subordinate amount. Chief species of the community.

• Sus scrota Maries martes, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes oulpes.
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Lynx lynx.

o Gulo quio.
o M€lrmata marmota, Alces alces.

Cricetus cricetus, Citellus citellus, Bison prise us.
Ooibos moschatus, Lepus timidus, C. antiquitatts.

o Rariqtjer tarandus.
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Oth er spec ies described : Panihera spe laea, Rupicarpra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS,
MELES MELES, CROCUT A SPELAEA} Capra ibex.

Region 7: Besides animals of the central European fores t and of the ta iga a number
of typically tundra and steppe elements occur. Main species of the community.

• Sus scrota, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes vulpes.
• 0 CERVUS ELAPHUS, Can is lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius.

.. 0 Megaloceros giganteus.
... 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• A Lepus t i mid us, Alopex lagopus, M. PRIMIGENIUS} C. antiquitatis.

.. Citellus ci t el l us, EQUU Ssp., Bison priscus, Equus (A) . hudrunt inus.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
Other species described : Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS,
Meles metes, Crocuta spelaea, Capra ibex.

Region 10: The prevailing element are animals of the tundra , the steppe and the
taiga. Chief species of the community.

• Martes martes, Lutra lutra, Sus scrota} Felis sitoestris, Vulpes vulpes .
• 0 Castor tiber, Ceruus elaphus, Can is lupus} Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius.

.. 0 Marmota marmota, Megaloceros qiqanteus, Alces alces.

.. Saiqa tatarica, Ci tellus citellus, Equus sp., Bison prisc us, Equus (A.)
hydruntinus.

• A 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• 0 Gulo gulo.
• .. Lepus timidus, Alopex laqopus, M. primiqenius, C. antiquitatis.
Other species described: Panthera panthera, Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra rup icapra,
URSUS SPELAEUS} Meles metes, Crocuta spelaea, Puiorius putorius, Capra ibex.

Region 11 : Quite eminently animals of the tundra, and of the steppe dominate , ele
ments of the central European fores t are missing a lt oget her. Chief community species.

• 0 Canis lupus} Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius.
.. Ochotona pus illa, Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp ., Bison priscus.

..... 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
• ... Lepus timitius, Alopex laqopus, C. an i iquitatis.
• Dicrostonux sp ., Lemmus lemmus.
From among other species th e following are mentioned, Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra
rup icapra, URSUS SPELAEUS, Talpa europaea, Mustela nioalis, Sorex sp .

Region 12 : The amounts of tundra, steppe and taiga animals are more or less quanti 
tavely the same, animals of the central European forest bei ng also present. Main spe 
cies of the community.

• Martes martes, Sus scrota, Eelis siltrestris, V ul pes vulpes.
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Lynx lynx.

£. Ochotona pusilla, Cricetus cricetus, Citellus citellus, Equus sp ., Bison
priscus.

.. 0 Megaloceros giganteus, Alces alces.
• A 0 Ranqijer tararui us.
• .... Lepus timidus, Alopex lagopus, M. pr imigen i us, C. antiqu itatis .
• Dicr ost ony x sp .
Some other species described : Panihera spelaea, URSUS SPELAEUS, Br i naceus sp., Tal pa
europaea, M eles meles, Crocuta spelaea, M ustel a nioalis , Sorex sp ., Capra ibex} Put orius
putorius.

Reg ion 13: Elements of the steppe an d of the tai ga preva il. Anim als of the central
European forest are also pr es ent. Main species of the community.

• Lutra lutra, Maries martes, Sus scrota} Vulpes oulpes.
• 0 Cer vus elaphus, Canis lupus} Bos primiqen ius.

Saiga tatarica , Equus sp., Bison priseus, Equus (A) . hudruntinus.
o Megaloceros qiqanieus, Alces alees.
o Ranqijer tarandus.

M. primiqenius, C. antiquitaiis.
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Other de scribed species: Rup icapra r up icap ra , URSUS SPELAEUS, Ovis sp., Meles meles,
Talpa europaea, Crocuia spelaea , Putorius put or ius, Capra ibex .

Region 14: Only a sm a ll number of find s descr ibed, which does not yield the possl
h ility of further evaluation . Main spe cies of the community .
• .. M. primiqenius , C. antiquitatis.
Mentioned from among other species : Ursus spelaeu s.

Region 15: Steppe elements clearly pr edomin ate. Chief species of the community.
• Vulpes oulpes.
• 0 Ceruus elaphus, Canis l upu s.

£. 0 Megaloceros gigant eus.
... Equus sp ., Bison priscus.

• A 0 Rangifer tarandus.
• .. M. primigenius, C. a nti qutt atts.
Other species described: Panthera spelaea, URSUS SPELAEUS, Crocuta spelaea.

Region 17: Steppe elements prevail, animals of all zones, however, occurring as well.
Main community species.

• Sus scroja, Cap reolus capreolus.
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Bos pr imigenius.

.. Saiga tatarica, Equus sp ., Bison pr iscus, EQUUS (A.) HYDRUNTINUS.
& 0 Megaloceros giganteus.

.... 0 Rangifer tarandus.
• Alopex lagopus, M. primiqe tiius, C. ant iquitat is .
Other species described : Ursus spelaeus, Lepus europaeus, Crocuta spelaea, Putorius
putorius.

Region 19: From the substage studied a small number of species is described, which
does not allow further conclusions. Main species of the community.

• Sus scroja.
• 0 Ceruus elaphus.

'A Bison priscus.

From among other species the foll owing are mentioned: URSUS SPELAEUS, Capra ibex .
This substage is climatically ver y strongly different iated in Europe. Even though

steppe elements are strongly represented everywhere, a typical arctic steppe comes
in to consideration in a small number of cases. Tundra animals recede strongly, forest
animals, on the other hand, being relatively frequent. A number of regions has exp licitly
warm climate, in many cases the climate is mild.

Very warm climate is fou nd in the region of south and central France and fur ther
a long the northern coast of the Adr iati c. This is supported no t only by the dominating
species of the central European forest and a weak representation of tundra elements,
but also by the presence of sp ecies requiring explicitly warm environment, such as
D. kirchberqensis and P. aniiquus. Despite the explicitly warm climate a great variety
of steppe species ind icates in both cases a la rge spread of steppes. It Is ther efore
necessary to assume that the climatic conditions were rather ar id. •

Rela t ively strongly is clima tically differentiated the r egion of ce ntral Europe. At t hat
t ime the coldest part is the region of Poland ; cent r al Germany, Czechoslovakia and
the Pannonl an lowland have more or less a mild and dry climate. The situation is some
what different in the region of the Alps and their promontories and in r elat ion with
th em also the region of the Carpathians in Rumania . A relat ively high amount of forest
zone species in dicates a w arm climate , bu t still with the pr esence of steppe elements.
Th is looks like the two mountain r anges forming a definite tempe r ature and climatic
inversion due to greater rela ti ve height.

The region around the Dniester River and the Crimea indicate Widely spread steppes,
but a number of species typ ical of the cent ral European forest and the taiga are presen t.

In the relation of th is substa ge the regions st ud ied can be climatically evaluated as
follows:

very warm clima te : 3, 4
warm climate: 5, 13
co ld climate : 7, 15
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mildly cold climate : 10, 12
very cold climate: 11
extremely cold climate: -

On the Whole, an average warmer climate can be observed all over Europe, as well
as a relatively high ar idity. Irrespective of temperature steppes are widely extended,
the landscape everywhere has a character of alternating areas of forests and open
steppes. Open steppes are intensely represented mainly in the eastern parts of Europe.

As for the individual sp ecies , forest animals with higher temperature requirements
do not exceed the region of south and central France and the northern coast of
the Adriatic. The limit of animals typical of the central European forest coincides
roughly with the 50th parallel in western and central Europe. A variety of species
living both in the central European forest and in the taiga occur all over the area
of Europe.

Typical steppe elements penetrate from the east only to the region of central Europe.
Thus the species Ochotona pusilla has the western boundary of its distribution in Poland
and in central Germany, in the south in the Pannonian lowland. The same also concerns .
the species Saiga tatarica.

A warmer climate is also indicated by the finds of Equus (A] hudruntinus situated
relatively high in the north of Europe.

Species adapted tQ a cold climate leave out the region of France and mostly also
that of the Adriatic coast. Ovibos is documented only from the Alps, the mammoth
occurs westernmost in central Germany and in northern Italy, the same goes roughly
also for the woolly rhinoceros. Explicitly tundra species, such as Dicrostonux and
Lemmus have a distribution similar to that of Ochotona and saiqa.

Mousterian
A number of localities were not geologically dated, paleontological finds being found

in cultural layers with the tools of Moustertan. Even though this stage persisted for
a relatively long time, including a variety of climatic osclllations of different intensity,
I think that to a certain extent it characterizes - as a whole - a definite average and
in many cases it completes former data. The outline is , therefore, to be understood
like this.

Region 1:
• Sus scrota, ORYCTOLAGUS CUNICULUS, Vulpes vulpes.
• 0 Ursus arctos, Bos primigenius.

A Q Marmora marmota.
A Bison priseus.

Other species mentioned : Panthera spelaea, Cuon alpinus, Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus
spelaeus, Crocuta spelaea, Capra ibex.

Region 2:
Sus scrota, Felis siluestris Vulpes vulpes.

• 0 Castor tiber, CERVUS ELAPH(JS, Canis lupus, BOS PRIMIGENIUS, Lynx
lynx.

A' Equus sp. , BISON PRISCUS, D. hemitoechus.
• A 0 Ranqijer tararuius.
• 0 Gulo gulo.
• • C. antiquitatis, Ouibos mosohatus.
Other sp ec ies described : Panthera pariius, URSUS SPELAEUS, Meles meles.

Region 3:
• SUS SCROFA, ORYCTOLAGUS CUNICULUS, Capreolun capreolus, v uipes

uulpes,
o Castor tiber, CERVUS ELAPHUS, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, BOS PRIMI

GENlifS, Lynx lynx.
A 0 Marmota marmota, Alces alces.
... Saiga t atar ica, EQUUS sp., Bison priscus, Equus (A) . hydruntinus.

• A 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• .... C. antiquitatis.
From among other species the following are described : Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra
rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS, CROCUTA SPELAEA, CAPRA IBEX.
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Sus scrota, Vulpes vulpes.
Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bas primiqenius, Lynx lynx.
Marmota marmota, Meqaloceros qiqariteus.
Ochotona pusilla, Saiga tatarica, Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp., Bison priscus,
Equus (A) tujdruntinus, Alactaga [acuius.

Region 5:
• D. kirchberqensis, Sus scrota} Martes martes, Vulpes uutpes, Felis silnestris,

Sciurus vulgaris.
• 0 Cerous elaphus, Canis lupus} Ursus arctos, Bas primiqenius, Lynx lynx.

A 0 Marmota marmota.
.. Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp ., Bison priseus.

• A 0 Ranqijer tararuius.
• 0 Gulo gulo.
• A Lepus- timidus, Alopex lag opus.
• Dicrostonyx sp.
Other species mentioned: Panihera spelaea, Panthera pardus, Cuon alpinus, Rupicapra
rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta spelaea, Putorius sp ., Mustela sp., Capra ibex.

Region 6:
• Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes vulpes .
• 0 Ceruus elaphus, Canis lupus.

o Marmota marmota, Megaloceros giganteus.
.. Equus sp., Bison prise us.

• A 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
• .... Lepus timidus, Alopex lagopus , M. primiqenius, C. anttquitatis.
Other described species: PANTHERA SPELAEA} Rupicapra r up icapr a, Ursus spelaeus, Cro
cuta spelaea, Capra ibex.

Region 9:
• 0 Canis lupus} URSUS ARCTOS .

.. Equus sp.
.. A M. primiqenius.
Other species mentioned : Ursus spelaeus, CROCUT A SPELAEA,

Region 12 :
• Martes maries, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes oulpes.
• 0 Cervus elaptius, Canis lupus} Lynx lynx.

A 0 Megaloceros qiqanieus.
.. Equus sp., Bison prise us.

..... 0 RanqtjerTarandus.
• A Lepus timidus, C. aniiquitatis.
Other species described: Panihera spelaea, Rupicapra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS, Me
les metes, Crocuta spelaea.

Region 13.
• Vulpes vulpes.

.. 0 Marmota marmota.
• 0 Canis lupus} Ursus arctos.

... Equus sp.
• A c. antiquttatis.
From among other species the following is de scribed : Ursus spelaeus.

Region 14 :
• Vulpes vulpes.
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Bas primiqenius.

Canis aureus, Saiqa tatarica, Citellus citellus, Equus sp ., Bison priscus,
Equus (A.) hudruntinus.

• Vulpes oulpes.
• A c. antiquitatis.
Other species described : URSr:JS SPELAEUS, Crocuta spelaea, Mustela sp .

Region 17:•• 0
o
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.. A 0 Ranqtjer tararuius.
• A Alopex lagopus, M. primiqenius, C. an i iquitatis.
Other species mentioned: RUPICAPRA RUPICAPRA, Ursus spelaeus, MELES ME LES, ovis
sp., Crocuta spelaea.

Region 18:

•A
-A

Vul pes vulpes.
Saiqa tat arica, Equus sp., BISON PRISCUS.
M. prtm iqenius.

Region 19:
• Sus scroja, Martes martes, Lutra lutra , Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes uulpes
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Bos prtmiqeni us,

A Canis aureus, Saiqa tatarica, Equus sp., BISON PRISCUS, Equus {A} . hyd-
runtinus. .

A 0 MEGALOCEROS GIGANTEUS, Alces alces.
• A 0 Rangifer tarandus.
• IA Lepus ttmidus, M. pr imiqenius.
Other species mentioned: URSUS SPELA gUS, Crocuta spelaea, Capra ibex.

Sub s tag e W z

The substage of the Second Wurrn St adial me ans fo r ce ntral Europe the onset of
pronouncedly cold climate, substantially different from the climate of the preceding
part of Wtirm. This change is comparatively qu ick and very conspicuous, as could be
stated at a number of localities.

Unfortunately localities in the east of Europe that could be stratigraphically exactly
fitted into this Stadial are almost missing. The species pattern in the individual regions
looks as follows :

Region 1: Most an im als are characteristic of the central European forest zone , tundra
elements are relatively scanty. Main species of the community.

• Panthera leo, Felis siluestris, CAPREOLU S CAPREOLU S, Vulpes oulpes,
Oryctolagus cuniculus, Sus scroja, D. k irchberqensis.

• 0 CERVUS ELAPHUS, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx, Castor fiber , Canis lupus,
Ursus arctos.

A EQUU Ssp., Bison priscus, D. hemitoechus.
• A 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• A Lepus timidus, C. arit iquitatis.

.A. 0 Marmota marmota.
Other species mentioned: RUPICAPRA RUPICAPRA, Talpa europaea, sorex sp., Mustela sp.,
Capra pyrenaica, PANTHERA PARDUS, URSUS SPELAEUS, Meles meles, Crocuta spelaea,
Crocuta crocuta, Put orius putorius.

The pattern of the community in dicat es very warm climate, as can be seen from th e
presence of D. kirchberqensis.

Region 2: Relatively strongly are represented elements of the central European fores t
and steppe, numerous are, however, also elements of the tun dra and of the taiga . This
is evidently due to the height variation in this region. Most frequent are, however,
steppe animals. Chief species of the community.

• Fellis siluestris, Martes martes, Sus scroja, Capreolus capreolus, VULPES
VULPES.

• 0 CERVUS ELAPHUS, CANIS LUPUS, Ursus arctos, BOS PRIMIGENIUS.
A Saiqa tatarica, EQUUS s p., Bison pr iscus.
A Megaloceros qiqanteus.

• A 0 RANGIFER TAR iI.NDUS.
• A Lepus t imidus, Alopex laqopus, M. primiqenius, C. antiquitatis.
Other species described: Panthera spelaea, Panthera pardus, Cuon alpin us, RUPICAPRA
RUPICAPRA, Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta spelaea, Sorex sp. :

The commun ity pa tte rn ind icates preva il ingly warm climate, col d adapted corning
evidently from higher situa ted areas.
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Region 3: Relatively few tundra elements, animals of the central European forest
prevail, steppe animals being amply represented. Chief species of the community.

• Sus scrota, Oryctolagus cuniculus, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes uulpes,
Dama dama, Lutra lutra, Martes martes.

• 0 Cervus elaphus, CANIS LUPUS, BOS PRIMIGENIUS, Lynx lynx, Ursus arc tos .
.. EQUUS sp. , Equus [A.} tujdrunttnus.
.. 0 Marmota marmota, Megaloceros qiqante us, BISON PRISCUS, Citellus ci-

tell us.
• A 0 RANGIFER TARANDUS.
• ... M. prtmiqenius, C. ANTIQUITATIS, Lepus timidus, ALOPEX LAGOPUS.
Other described species: Panthera pardus, Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, CROCU
TA SPELAEA, CAPRA IBEX, Panthera spelaea, Meles metes, Talpa europaea, Musiela sp .
The community pattern indicates warm climate.

Region 4: The quantitative representation of animals of the individual climatic zones
IS roughly the same. Main species of the community.

• Capreolus capreolus.
• 0 Castor tiber, Cerous elaphus, Canis lupus, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx.

A Ochotona pusilla, Saiga tatarica, Bison priscus.
A 0 Marmota marmota, Alces alces.

•• 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• Gulo gulo.
II A Lepus timidus, Alopex laqopus, C. antiquitatis.
Other species mentioned: Panthera spelaea, RUPICAPRA RUPICAPRA, URSUS SPELAEUS,
Capra ibex, Mustela sp.

The pattern of the community indicates essentially mild, but rather cold climate.

Region 6: Steppe elements are represented relatively frequently, the others are
roughly balanced. Chief species of the community.

• Vulpes vulpes.
• 0 Cercus elaphus, Canis lupus.

.. Ochotona pusilla, EQUUS sp., Bison priseus.

.. 0 Megaloceros giganteus. .
• A 0 Ranqijer tararuius.
• ... Lepus timidus, M. PRIMIGENIUS, C. antiquitatis.
Other species described : Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, Metes
meles, Mustela sp .

The pattern of the community indicates mildly cold climate.

Region 9: The quantitative number of species of the individua l zones is roughly ba 
lanced, despite its position which is sh ifted relatively high to the north a freat number
of species of the central European forest occur. A strong effect of the sea on the
climate is evident. Main species of the community.

• Sus scrota, VULPES VULPES.
• 0 Ceruus elaphus, Canis lupus, Bos primiqenius.

... Equus sp .
.... 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• .. Lepus timidus, ALOPEX LAGOPUS, M. primiqenius, C. antiquitatis.
Other species mentioned : URSUS SPELAEUS, Crocuta crocuta, Capra ibe x.

The community pattern indicates mildly cold climate.

Region 10: Animals of the steppe and of the t undra are greatly prevalent, others are
strongly shifted to the background. Chief species of the communit y.

• Vulpes uulpes.
• 0 Canis lupus.

.. Ochotona pusilla, Saiqa tatarica, Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp ., Alactaga
jaculus.

• .• 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
• ... Lepus timidus, Alopex laqopus, M. primiqenius, C. antiquttatis.
• Dicrostonyx sp ., Lemmus lemmus.
Other species described: Rup icapra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS Crocuta spelaea M us-
tela sp ., Putorius putorius. "
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The community pattern indicates extremely cold climate.

Region 12: Animals of the central European forest and of the taiga prevail. Steppe
elements are very frequent. Main species of the community.

• 0 Ceruus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos.
A Ochotona pusilla, Saiqa tatarica, Cricetus cricetus.

• A 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• A Lepus timuius.
Other species mentioned: Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, Talpa europaea, Crocuta
spelaea, Putorius putorius, Mustela sp., Capra ibex.

The pattern of the community indicates warm climate.

Region 14: Steppe elements prevail, animal typical of the taiga and the tundra are
abundant. Chief species of the community.

• 0 Cervus elaphus.
• 0 Megaloceros giganteus.
A Equus sp., Bison priscus, Equus (A.) tiudrununus.

• 0 RANGIFER TARANDUS.
• A OVIBOS MOSCHATUS, ALOPEX LAGOPUS.
Other species described: Urstcs spelaeus] CROCUT A SPELAEA, Put orius putorius.

The species pattern indicates very cold climate.

The prevailing element of Stadial Wz in Europe is the steppe. Steppe elements are
represented in different amounts, almost always being dominant, particularly as for
the southern part of the FRG, Czechoslavakia and the region about the Danube delta.
Very abundant are also tundra animals, particularly in those regions where steppe
elements dominate. Central European forest animals or those of the taiga are found
chiefly in NW Spain where they are dominant and also in the Pyreneees, in the northern
part of Yugoslavia at the Adriatic, in the central and chiefly in the southern part of
France, in Belgium and surprisingly also in the northern part of the Pannonian lowland.

Th coldest regions at that time were the territory north of the Alps and the western
coast of the Black Sea, mainly, however, the territory of Czechoslovakia (as far as
regions with a major number of finds of that substage are concerned).

The studied regions can be climatically evaluated within that substage as follows:
. very warm climate: 1, 3

warm climate: 2,12
cold climate: 6
mildly cold climate: 4, 9
very cold climate: 14
extremely cold climate: 10

The northern part of the Mediterranean Sea proves to have great moderating effects
as far as temperature is concerned, on the whole coast (the same holds for the coast
of Belgium). The coldest, evidently continental climate was that of the regions of
central Europe proper and, as can be judged, also the whole of the Ukraine. The Pan
nonian lowland, protected from the north, was an exception in central Europe.

Animals of the central European forest are concentrated mostly to the southern parts,
such as the Iberian Peninsula, central and southern France, northern Yugoslavia and
certainly also the north of Italy, penetrating to the north mainly along the Atlantic
coast. All those phenomena indicate a decrease in average annual temperature and cold
continental climate with cold arctic steppes being formed in extensive areas of central
and evidently also eastern Europe. Forest stands in those regions must have been
very limited and only of the taiga type.

Steppe elements are therefore the most Widespread. Ochotona pusilla penetrates from
the east up to the Alps, the species Alactaga [aculus does not penetrate so far west
wardes, Saigas, on the other hand, are found as far as in the Pyrenees. The dominant
presence of horses in the south of France safely indicates the fact that also in that
region which was climatically warmer extensive open steppe areas must have existed.

An interesting community is that of the region of Istria and northern Yugoslavia.
On the one hand animals of the central European forest are abundant, but together
with a veriety of steppe elements. They indicate a continued connection of that region
with the east from where the steppe fauna comes and despite the warmer climate
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finds favourabie llvtng conditions there. Similar is the situation at the coast of Beig iuII1.
An extensive geographical distribution can be seen in the re indeer. It is a dominating

animal not only in the region of the Danube delta, but also in southern and central
France, but it is al so found in NW Spain. The conditions of its existence we re evidently
ideal at that time all over Europe.

The merid ian Adriatlc - Czechoslovakia is essentially the western limit of the distri
bution of the wo lverines, as well as the sp ecies Lem m us lemmus and Dierostonyx t or 
quatus. On the other ha nd, the mammoth an d th e wooll y rhi noce ros are spread up to
the westernmost parts of Europe.

Greatly distributed is the species Capra ibex (dominant in southern France and
northern Yugoslavia) and also the chamois. The latter can at that time be found all
over western and central Europe (dominant in northern Yugoslavia) .

This substage is thus characterized by a marked differentiation of the individual
reg ions and by a great spread of cold st eppes ch iefly in the broad zone of central
Europe. Expressively tundr a ele ments mostl y end at th e me ri dian going between Istrl a
and Czechoslovakia.

Su b s tag e WZ/3-W3

This relatively long substage includes th e climatical oscillation WZ/3 and particularly
the first half of the Last Wlirm Stadia!. The species pattern of the community of
the individual regions is as follows :

Region 3: Most frequent are an imals character istic of th e st eppes, r elatively abundant
are, however, also elements of the central European for est and of the taiga. Main
species of the community.

• Sus scrota, Vulpes tiulpes.
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, BOS PRIMIGENIUS, Lynx lynx .

..&. Equus (A.) hudruntinus, Sa iqa tatarica, EQUUS sp., BISON PRIS CUS.
... 0 Ranqijer tararuius.
• A Ooibos moschatus, M. primiqenius, Alopex lagopus.

..&. 0 Megaloeeros q iqanieus, Alees alces, Gulo gulo.
• Dierostonyx sp., Lemmus lemmus.
Other species mentioned : Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, Croeuta speiaea, Capra
ibex, Mustela sp .

The pattern of the community indicat es a relatively wa rm region.

Reg ion 4: Animals of the central Eur opean forest and of the taiga are dominant
elements . Relatively infrequent are animals of the tundra. The find of the species
Hystrix cristata, if it comes from th is time horizon at all, is an exception. Chief species
of the community.

• Hystrix cristata, Vulpes uuipes, Felis siluestris, Sus scrota, Martes maries,
Capreolus eapreolus.

• "0 Castor tiber, Ceruus elaphus, Canis lupus, Ursus arctos, Bos primtqenius,
Lynx, lynx.

.&. Oehotona pusilla , Saiqa tatarica, Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp ., Bison prisous,
Alactaga [aculus, Equus (A) hudruntinus.

... 0 Ranqijer tarandus, Lepus timidus, Alopex lag opus, M. prtmiqeruus.
.... MARMOTA MARMOTA, ALCES ALCES, Megaloceros q iqanteus.

• 0 GULa GULO .
• Dlcrostonux sp .
Other species described : Panthera spelaea, Cu on alpinus, Rupicapra rupicapra , URSUS
SPELAEUS, Talpa europaea, Meles metes, Cr ocut a crocuta, Capra ibex, M ustel a sp., Puto
rius putorius, Sorex sp.

The community pattern indicates a relatively warm re gion.

Region 5: The pr evailing element are steppe animals , bu t a lmost to the same extent
a lso all other environments are repre sen ted. This is due to great differences of the
plant cover of this region. Chief species of the commu nit y.

• Fe lis si l uest r i s, Capr eol us ca preolus.
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Canis lupus.

.... o ctiotona pusilla, Ci t el l us cttellus.
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II. 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
A 0 Marmota marmota Megaloceros qiqanieus.

• A Lepus timidus, Alopex laqopus. .
Other species described: Rupicapra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS, Talpa europaea, Erma-
ceus sp.

The community pattern indicates a mildly cold region.

Region 9: Steppe elements prevail, but relatively frequent are also animals typical
of the tundra and of the central European .forest . Main species of the community.

Sus scrota, Vulpes oulpes.
• 0 Ceruus elaphus, Canis lupus.

A Saiqa tatarica, EQUUS sp.
.... 0 RANGIFER T ARANDUS.
• .A 'Lepus timidus, M. prtmiqenius, C. antiquitatis.
Other species mentioned: Ursus spelaeus, Meles meles, Crocuta spelaea, Capra ibex,
Mu stela sp.

The community pattern indicates a mildly cold region.

Region 10: Elements of the steppe, the tundra and the taiga prevail. Isolated elements
of the central European forest are rather exceptional. Chief species of the community.

• Panthera leo, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes ouipes.
• 0 Castor tiber, CANIS LUPUS, Ursus arctos, Bos primiqenius.

Equus sp., Equus {A.} tujdrunttnus, Bison priseus.
o Ranqijer tarandus.

Ouibos moschatus, LEPUS TIMIDUS, Alopex laqopus, M. primiqenius, C. anti
quit atis.
Dicrostonyx sp., Lemmus lemmus.

.. 0 Marmota marmota, Alces alces, Megaloceros qiqanteus.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
Other species mentioned: Panthera pardus, Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra rupicapra,
URSUS SPELAEUS, Lepus euro paeus, Meles ttieles, Er i naceus sp ., crocuta spelaea, Capra
ibex.

The community pattern indicates a very cold region.

Region 11 : Animals of the individual zones are found in roughly the same amounts,
none of them being dominant. Main species of the community.

• cus qlis, Capreolus capreolus.
• 0 Cercus elaptius, Canis lupus, Bos primiqenius.

A Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp ., Bison priseus.
• A 0 Rangifer tarandus.
• A Lepus timidus, Alopex laqopus.
• Lemmus lemmus, Dicrostonux sp .
Other species mentioned: Rupicapra rupicapra, Ursus spelaeus, Erinaceus sp ., Croeuta
spelaea, Putorius putorius, Mustela sp.

The community pattern indicates a mildly cold region.

Region 12: Animals of the central European for est and those of the steppe are roughly
balanced as for their numbers. The other elements fall into the background. Chief species
of the community .

• Felis silnestris, Martes maries, Sus scrota, Vulpes uulpes.
• 0 Cerous elaphus, Lynx lynx;

... Ochotona pusilla, Cricetus cricetus, Equus sp. , Bison priscus.
.... 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
• ... LEPUS TIMIDUS, Alopex laqopus.
• Dicrostonyx sp.
Other species mentioned: Rupicapra rupicapra, URSUS SPELAEUS, Erinaceus sp., Crocuta
spelaea, Capra ibex, Mustela sp ., Sorex sp .

The community pattern indicates a relatively warm region.

Region 13: The number of finds mentioned is v_ery small and indica tes rather steppe
conditions in this region. Principal species found .

A Ochotona pusilla, Citellus citellus, Cricetus cricetus.
... Lepus ttmidus.
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other sp ecies described: Ur sus spelaeus, Ta lpa europaea, Sorex sp.

Reg ion 14: Steppe elements are quite domin ant in this r eg ion, all the others are
only we akly represented. Chief species found .O. Ceruus elaphus.

... Saiqa taiarica, Equus sp. , Bison pr isc us.
A 0 Megaloceros qiqanteus.

• A 0 Ranqijer tarandus.
... Alopex lagopus.

Other sp ecies mentioned : Crocuta spe laea.
The co mmunity pattern indicates a very cold region.

Reg ion 15: The dominant element are cle arly animals of the steppe , somewhat less
n umer ous ar e those typica l of the tun dra and the taiga. Main sp ec ies found.

• Capreolus capreolus.
• 0 Ceruus elaphus, CANIS LUPUS, Ursus arctos.

o M ar m ota marmota, Alces aloes , Me galoceros giganteus.
Citel lus ci tellus, EQUUS sp ., Equus (A.) Iujdrunt inus, Bison priscus.

o RANGIFER TARANDUS .
OVIBOS MOSCHATUS, Lepus timidus, ALOPEX LAGOPUS, M. PRIMIGENIUS,
C. ANTIQUITATIS.

• 0 Gulo qulo.
• DICROSTONYX SP.

The community pattern indicates an extremely cold region.

Region 16: Animals of the steppe prevail, relatively frequently also elements of the
tundra and of the taiga are found . Main species discovered.

• Capreolus capreolus.
• 0 Bos primiqenius.

A Cttellus citellus, EQUU Ssp., Bison priscus.
o Alces alces, Megaloceros qiqariteus.

• A 0 RANGIFER TARANDUS.
• ... Ooibos moschatus, M. primiqenius, C. antiquitatis.

The community pattern indicates an extremely cold region.

Region 17 : The dominant element are animals of the steppe. Others are strongly
suppressed, the least numerous being animals of the tundra. Chief species found.

• Sus scroja.
• 0 Cervus elaphus.

.A Saiqa tatarica, Equus sp ., Equus (A.) tiudruntinus, Bison priscus.

.. 0 Megaloceros qiqanteus.
• A 0 RANGIFER TARANDUS.

The community pattern indicates relatively warm climate .

Reg ion 18 : Steppe elements preva il , comp aratively fre quen t a re also animals
of the other environments. Main sp ecies fou nd .

• Capreolus capreolus.
.. 0 Alces alces.

• 0 Bos primiqenius.
A EQUUS sp., Bison priscus.

• M. PRIMIGENIUS, C. antiquitatis.
The species pattern indicat es a cold region.

Reg ion 19 : Animals of the centra l European fore st zone prevail , elements of the taiga
being also represented. Steppe element s evidently corne from the promontories. Chief
speci es of the community .

Hystrix cr i st ata, Mar ies maries , SUS SCROFA, Capreolus capreolus, Vul pes
vulpes.

• 0 Castor fiber, Cerous elaphus, Can is lupus, Ursus arctos, BOS PRIMIGENIUS,
Ly nx lynx.

A 0 Alces alces.
1.& EQUU S sp ., Biso n pr isc us.
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II 0 Gulo gulo.
Other species me ntioned: Panthera spelaea, Rupicapra r up ic apra, URSUS SPELAEUS,
Ouis sp., Lepus europaeus, Capra aeqaqrus , Mustela sp .

The species pattern indicates very warm climat e.

Region 20: Steppe elements prevail , fr equentl y mentioned are a lso animals of the taiga
and of the tundra and , after all, also those of the central European for est. Main species
of the community.

• Capreolus capreolus, vutpes pulpes.
• 0 Castor fiber, Ceruus elaptius, Canis l upus.

o Marmota marmota, Alces alces, Megaloceros q iqan t eus.
Ochotona pusilla, Saiga tatarica, Citellus ci tellus, Equus sp., Bison prtscus .
Lepus timidus, Alopex lag opus , M. primiqenius, C. anttquitatis.

o Rangifer tarandus.
Gulo gulo.

Other species mentioned: Panthera spelaea, Ursus speiae us.
The community pattern indicat es a mildlly cold region.

Region 21: The dominant factor are an imals of the steppe and of the tundra. Des pit e
this northern location not only taiga animals are found, but also those which are typical
of the mild zone forest. Main species of the community.

• Sciurus vulgaris, Capreolus cap r eol us, Vulpes oulpes.
o Castor fiber, Canis lupus.

... SAIGA T ATARICA, Equus .sp., Bison priseus.
o Alces alces.

• A Ovibos moschatus, LEPUS TIMIDUS, ALOPEX LAG OPUS, M. pr imiqen ius,
C. antiquitaiis.

.A 0 RANGIFER TARANDUS.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
Other species mentioned: Panihera speluea, URSUS SPELAEUS, Mustela sp .

The community pattern indicates a mildly cold r egion.

The prevailing element of this substage is, bes ides the region of the Caucasus,
the steppe. This, however, does not mean that other habitats should not be represented.
It is known that in the prevailing st eppe form ation forests of the taiga character were
locally found, as well as forests of the central Eu ropean type and , in exposed sites,
also tundras. The landscape was thus comparativ ely strong ly differentlated, much
more than it is today. This fact is reflected in communities rich in species. A certain
exception to all regions is the te r r itory of the Caucasus. The species Hystrixcristata
found here at that time, requires markedly wa rm climate. It is also described from
the territory of Istria (Yugoslavia), but in that case it seems to me that a wrong strati
graphic classification cannot be excluded.

Climatically, the regions studied at that SUbstage can be eva luated as follows :

very warm clima te: 19
warm climate : 3, 4, 12, 17
cold climate : 13, 18
mildly co ld climate: 5, 9, 11, 20, 21
very cold climate : 10, 14
extremely cold climate : 15, 18

From the outline it follows that the warmest territory at that substage is the region
of the Caucasus. Relatively warm climate can be no ted in southern and central France,
in the region of the Pannonian lowland, on the Crimea and along the coast of
the Adriatic Sea, in northern Yugoslavia and Italy. All the other regions exhibit dif 
ferent degrees of cold communities. Mildly cold climate is found in the following
regions: Belgium, the central and the southern parts of Poland, the southern part of
the Southern Urals, the northern stretch of the Pechor a Rive r (the Northern Urals),
the slopes of the Alps. Perh aps th e most interesting pa rt of this finding is th e position
of Poland and those of th e Southern, but mainly t he Nor th ern Urals .

Very cold climate is indicated in the foll owi ng regions : Czechoslovakia , the environs
of the Danub e delta. Extrem ely cold clim ate is in the re gio n aro un d th e Dniester River
(USSR) and in th e reg ion so ut h of the City of Kiev (USSR). The influenc e of th e north-
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wards trending open landscape was here evidently greater than that of the Black Sea.
It is therefore possible to state that the mildering effects of the sea can be observed

only in regions about the northern coast of the Mediterranean and partly also on
the coast of Belgium. The coldest climate appears in a broad zone of steppes of
the Ukraine up to the coast of the Black Sea. Exceptional is the region of the Crimea
which is protected from winds from the north and the region of the Caucasus which
at that time is the warmest of the regions studied. Quite surprising is the climatic
position of the Urals, even in their northernmost parts.

It has been mentioned that steppe elements were greatly spread at that time, but
that in all regions also places were found containing other habitats as well. This means
that from the point of view of the presence or absence of the Individual species in
the given region it is impossible to draw detailed biostratigraphical conclusions, that
the community patterns can change from place to place, sometimes essentially. For
biostratigraphic purposes it is then essential to elaborate local stratigraphic diagrams.

From what has been sa id it follows that the individual species are distributed almost
everywhere, though in different amounts. A great geographical distribution can be
observed in all characteristically steppe species, such as Equus sp., Bison priscus, and
others, almost everywhere also species typical of the taiga or of the central European
forest are found: Alces alces, Ursus arctos, Megaloceros giganteus, Ceruus elaphus, Bos
primigenius, Capreolus capreolus. Most of the species penetrate from eastern Europe
far to the west into southern and central France (Saiga tatarica, Ranqijer tarandus,
M. primiqenius i or only to the region of the Alps and in the north to Belgium (Alopex
lagopus, Alactaga iacuius, Marmota marmota, Ochotona pusilla, C. antiquitatis, Dicro
stonyx sp., Lemmus lemmus i, It is, however, possible that the area of many of them
was found still more to the west.

In some species a concentration to the southern parts of Europe can be observed,
as well as to the Crimea, to the Caucasus; they do not occur further in the north: Felis
siluestris, Lynx lynx, Sus scrofa (an exceptional find in the region of Belgium) and
Equus (A.) tujdruntinus (an exceptional find in Bohemia - CSSR). The whole of
central Europe at that time is populated by Rupicapra rupicapra and a number of
further species.

A number of species have a dominant position in the broad plains of the European
part of the USSR. The prevalence of individual species in the communities of the
regions studied: .

Equus sp. The Ukraine, southern and central France, Belgium
. Ranqijer tarandus the Ukraine, the Northern Urals, Belgium

Ooibos moschatus the Ukraine
Alopex lagopus the Ukraine, the region about the Dniester
M. primiqenius the Ukraine
Dicrostonyx sp. the Ukraine, central Poland
Bison priscus the Ukraine, southern and central France
Saiga tatarica the Northern Urals
Bos primiqenius southern and central France, the Caucasus
Sus scrota the Caucasus

It follows that cold adapted and steppe animals were spread towards the west in
two zones. One reached as far as southern and central France, the other was roughly
limited by the meridian the Alps - Belgium. Climatically only the northern coastland
of the Mediterranean Sea, the Crimea and the Caucasus were an exception to the other
parts (warmer regions) as well as the whole of the Ukraine (the colder region).

The I at tel' h a If 0 f W3

Regions with stratigraphically classified fauna into this substage are relatively scanty.
It is only the northern part of the Iberian Peninsula, the southern and central parts
of the FRG, Czechoslovakia, the Pannonian lowland and the region NW of the Black
Sea (around the Dniester River). It is probable that the species of this age will mostly
vary between WZj3 and W3, or even to Late Glacial.

Species covering all the above regions are Equus sp., Vulpes uulpes, Canis iupus,
Ranqijer tarandus. Relatively Widely spread is also the species Cerous elaphus (the
northern part of the Iberian Peninsula - dominant, the southern and central parts
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of the FRG, Czechoslovakia , the Pa nnonian lowland) . Fro m Panno nia are also re gis tere d
Alces alces, C. an tiquitatis and M. pr im iqe n ius.

Owing to sc anty mater ial it is impossible to draw de ep conclusions, the absence
of a species can be due to a va r iety of second ary causes.

T h e 1ate p a r t of S tad i a 1 W3

The time in qu estion is the very end of the Last Gla cia l. The possibil ity cannot ,
however, be eliminated that in som e cases the se diments in ques tion may come fr om
the whole latter half of W3. Despite the ab ove dr awbacks it can be assumed that most
of the species described belong to the very end of the Last Wiirm Stadial .

Let us now approa ch the community patterns of the indi vid ual regions .

Region 1: 'Dominant elements are ani mal s of the ce ntral European forest , rela tiv ely
strongly are also represented elements of the taiga and of the steppe. Ele ment s of the
t undra are situated qu ite in the background. Chief communit y species.

• Sus scrota, Vul pes oulpes, Cap reolus capre olus, Felis si lnestr is , Pan thera
leo, Oryctolagus cuniculus.

o Lynx lynx, Ursus arct os, BOS PRI MIG ENIUS, Can is lupus, Cerous elaphus.
A BISON PRISCUS, EQUUS sp.

..... 0 Ranqijer tarandus, Alopex lagopus.
• A Lepus timidus.
Other species mentioned: RUPICAPRA RUPICAPRA, Ur sus spelaeus, Sore x aran eus, Puto 
r ius putorius, Mus te la niual is, Lepus europaeu s, TA LPA EUROPAEA, Me les metes.

The community pattern and the qu antitative representation of indi vidual species
indicates a warm region.

.........

Reg ion 2: Dominant elements a rc an imals of the central Eur opean forest, but ele 
ments of the steppe , the taiga an d the tundra are also strongly repr esented. Mai n
species of the community.

• Sus scrota, VULPES VULPES, Capreolus capreolus, Panthera leo.
• 0 Lynx lynx, Ursus arctos, CERVUS ELAPHUS, Canis lupus.

Ochotona pusilla, EQUUSsp., Saiqa tatar ica.
o RANGIFER TARANDUS.

C. anttquitatis, Lepus timidus, Alopex lagopus.
o Gulo qulo.

Other species described: Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta crocuta, RUPICAPRA PYRENAICA,
Capra purenaica, Putorius puiorius.

The community pattern and the quantitative representation of the in dividual species
indicate a warm region.

....•.~
Region 3: Dominant elements or an imals of the central European fores t and of the

steppe, strongly represented being also elements of the tundra and of the tai ga. Main
species of the community

• SUS SCROFA, MARTES MARTES, Vulpes uuipes, Capreolus capreolus, Oryc
tolagus cuniculus.

'. 0 Lynx lynx, Ursus arctos, BOS PRIMIGENIUS, CANIS LUPUS, CERVUS
ELAPHUS.
BISON PRISCUS, EQUUS sp., Equus rA.} hem ionus, SAIGA TATARICA.

o RANGIFER TARANDUS.
C. aniiquitatis, Lepus timidus, Alopex laqopus, M . primiqenius, Ooibos
moschatus.

o Alces alces, Marmota marmota, Megaloceros giganteus.
o Gulo gulo.

species mentioned: Cuort alpinus, Paniliera pardus, Panihera spelaea, ursus spe 
Crocuta spelaea, Rupicapra pureruuca, Ouis sp ., Capra purenaica, Pu to rius puto:

Other
iaeus,
rius.

. T~18 community pattern and the quantitative representation of the in dividual species
Indicate a warm region, alternating areas of forests and steppes.

Region 4: Dominant ele~ents are an imals of the central European for est, with ele 
ments o~ the steppe, the ta iga and the tundra occurring abundant ly . Chief species of the
community.
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Sus scrota, L ut r a lutra, Capreolus capr eol us, Vulpes uulpes, Felis stluestrts.
• 0 Ursus arctos, Castor fiber, Cercus elaptius, Bos primiqenius , Canis lupus.

Bison prise us, Equus sp ., EQUUS fA.} HYDRUNTINUS, Cricetus cricetus,
• 0 Ranq ijer tar aruius.
• C. aniiq ui tatis, Lepus t i midus.

A 0 Alces alces, Megaloceros giganteus, Alopex laqopus, Marmota marmota.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
Other species described: Pan thera pard us, Panihera spelaea, Ursus spelaeus, crocuta
spelaea, Rupicapra rupicapra, Lepus europaeus, Meles meles, CAPRA IBEX, Sorex araneus.

The commun ity pattern and th e quantitative representation of the individual species
indicate a warm region.

•

Region 5: In about the same rati o elements of the tundra, the steppe, the taiga and
also of the central European forest are represented in the region. Main species of the
community .

(II

8 0

Vulpes uulpes, Capreolus capreo lus, Martes maries, Sus scrota, Lutra lutra,
Pantliera leo, Felis siluestris, GUs qlis.
Lynx lynx, Ursus arctos, Bas primtqenius, Ceruus eiaptius, Castor jtber,
Canis l upus.

o Ranqi jer tararuius.
Bison priscus, Equus sp. , Equus fA.) tujdrununus, Citellus citellus.

o .Gulo gulo.
o Mar rqota marmota.

C. antiquitatis, Lepus tim id us, Alopex lagopus, M. prtmiqentus, Ouibos
moschatus
Dicrostonux sp., Lemmus lemmus.

Othe r species described: Panihera spelaea, Ursus spelaeus, Rupicapra rupicapra, TalPa
europaea, Capra ibex, Putorius putor i us.

The community pattern and the quanfttative representation indicate rather cold cli 
mate.

Region 6: Animqls of the central European forest are strongly suppressed, elements
of the steppe and of the taiga prevail. Chie f species of the community.

• Dama dama, Vulpes vulpes. •
• 0 Cervus elaphus, Ursus arctos, Castor tiber.

• A 0 RANGIFER T ARANDUS.
A EQUUS sp., Bison pri scu s, Cr icetus cricetus, Spermophilus sp.

• A ALOPEX LAGOPUS, LEPUS TIM/DUS, C. anttquitatis, M. primiqenius, ootbos
moschatus.

A 0 Alces alces.
• 0 Gulo qulo. .
Other species mentio ned: Ursus spelaeus, c roc uta spe laea, Rupicapra rupicapra, Talpa
europaea , Capra ibex, Sorex araneus.

The communit y patte rn and the qua ntitative repr ese nt a ti on of the individual species
indicate cold re gi on. The species Dama darna occ ur r ing in two localit ies will most
prob ab ly belong t o th e Holocene and may have been included into the list by mistake.

Region 7: Elements of th e tundra and of the steppe prevail strongly. Animals of the
central European forest as well as those of th e taiga occur in small numbers . Main
species of the communit y.

Capreolus ca preol us, Vulpes uu lpes, Felis siluestris.
• 0 Ceruus elaphus, Ursus arctos, Lynx lynx, Canis lupus.

o RANGIFER TARANDUS.
Saiqa tatarica, EQUUS sp. , Spermophilus sp ., Citellus ci tellus.
C. aniiquitatis, M. primiqenius, ALOPEX LAGOPUS, LEPUS TIMIDUS, Gulo
qulo,

81 Dicrosto nux sp ., Lemmus lemmus.
• 'A, Onibo s mo schatus.

A. 0 M eq alocer os q iqanteus, Marmota marmota.
Other species mentioned: Ursus spelaeus, Cr ocuta spelaea, Rupicapra r upicapra, r utonus
putor ius, Capra ibex.
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The community pattern and the quantitat ive rep resenta tio n indica te a climati cally
cold reg ion with ra ther con ti nenta l climate .

Region 8: Steppe elements dom inate ; in about the same ra tio animals of the central
European forest, the tundra and the taiga are found.. Main spe cies of th e community .

• Vulpes vulpes, Sus scrota, Felis siloestr is .
• 0 Castor tiber, Bos primiqenius, Lynx lynx, Canis lupus.

II A 0 RANGIFER TARANDUS.
Saiqa tatarica, EQUUS sp. , Bison priscus.
M. primigenius, Gulo qulo, Lepus t i mid us, C. ant iquitat is .
Dicr ast anyx sp ., Lemmus lenimus.

A 0 Alces alces, Megaloceras giganteus.
The community pattern and the quantitative representa t ion of the in di vid ual species

indicate a steppe, mildly cold region [the proximity of the sea evidentl y result ed in
a partial warming of the climate as compared with the central parts of central Europe ).

o

•

Region 10: Steppe elements prevail, other clim atic zones are roughly bala nced as for
the amounts of an imals. Chief species of the community.

• Vulpes vulpes, Martes maries, Panthera leo.
• 0 Bas prtmiqenius, Ceruus elaphus, Ursus arctos, Lynx ly nx, Castor f iber,

Canis lupus.
RANGIFER TARANDUS.
Saiga tatarica, EQUUS sp., Cricetus cricetus, OCHOTONA PUSlLLA, Citellus
citellus.
C. anttquttatis, M. primigenius , LEPUS TIMIDUS, Gulo qulo, Alopex lagopus.
LEMMUS LEMMUS, Dicrostonijx t or quat us.

A 0 Alces alces.
Other species mentioned: Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta spelaea, u uptcapra rupicapra, Tal pa
europaea, Mustela niualis, sorex araneus.

The community pattern and the quantitative representation of the individual species
indicate a cold region , a loess and an arctic steppes.

- ..A

-..
-A-

Region 11 : Steppe and tundra el eme nts prevail , animals of the other climatic zones
are represented to a smaller extent. Main sp ec ies of the commun it y.

• Capreolus capreolus , Vulpes tiulpes, M ar tes martes, Glis qlis .
• 0 Bos prtmiqenius, Ursus arctos, Canis lupus.

o Ranqijer tarandus.
Saiga tatarica, Equus sp ., Bison priscus, Ochotona pusilla, Cricet us or ice tus.
C. antiquitatis, Alopex lagopus, Lepus t imidus.
Dicrostonux sp., Lemmus lemmus.

.. 0 Alces alces.
Other species mentioned: Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta spe laea , Talpa europaea, sorex
araneus.

The community pattern and the quantitative represe nta t ion of the individual spe cies
indicate a co ld region, a loess steppe and an arctic steppe.

Region 12 : Tundra elements are h igh ly dominan t, animal s of the tundr a and of the
steppe being also represented. Animals of the ce ntral Eur opean for est zone are missing.
Main species of the community.
- A 0 Ranqijer taranaus.

.A OCHOTONA PUSlLLA.
II DICROSTONYX sp ., Lemmus lemmus.
• 0 Gulo qulo.
• A Alapex lagopus.
Other species mentioned : TALPA EUROPAEA, Ursus spelaeus.

The community pattern and the quantitative representation of the individual sp ecies
indicate an extremely cold r egion of the steppe character, wit h possible isolated forests
of the taiga type.

Region 14: Animals of the central European forest are quite suppressed, elements
of the arctic steppe and the tundra dom inate. Mai n species of the community.
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• .: 0 RANGIFER TARANDUS.
A Bison priscus, Saiqa tatarica.

• 'A ALOPEX LAGOPUS .
Other species mentioned: Ursus spelaeus, Crocuta spelaea, outs sp.

The community pattern and the quantitative representation of the individual species
indicate an extremely cold region of the steppe character.

Region 17: Steppe elements dominate , animals of the other climatic zones occurring
in lower numbers. Chief species of the community.

• Vulpes vulpes.
• '0 Ceruus elaphus, Lynx lynx, Bas primiqen ius, Canis lupus.

• A 0 Rariqijer tarandus.
£' Cricetus cricetus, OCHOTONA PUSILLA , Bison prise us, Equus sp. , Bquus

rA.I tiudruntinus, SAIGA TAT ARICA, Alactaga [aculus.
• .. C. antiquitatis, Alopex lagopus.

A 0 Marmota marmota.
Other species mentioned: Capra ibex , RUPlCAPRA RUPICAPRA, Crocuta spelaea, Ursus
spelaeus, Panihera spelaea.

The community pattern and the quantitative representation of the individual species
point to a relatively warm region of the steppe character.

Region 19: Dominant are animals of the central European forest zone, but also steppe
and taiga elements are represented. Tundra elements occur in negligible numbers. Main
species of the community.

• SUS SCROFA, Martes maries, Lutra lutra, Capreolus capreolus, Vulpes nul 
pes, Felis siluestris, Sciurus vulgaris.

. • 0 Castor fiber, Cervus elaphus, Lynx lyn.x, Ursus arcios, BOS PRlMIGENIUS,
Canis lupus.

£ Cricetus cricetus, BISON PRISCUS, EQUUS sp ., Equus rA.) hydruntinus,
Alactaga [aculus.

• 0 Gulo gulo.
• ... Lepus timidus.

• 0 Alces alees .
Other species mentioned: Panthera pardus, Panthera spelaea, URSUS SPELAEUS, Rupi

, capra rupicapra, Onis sp ., Erinaceus sp., Talpa europaea, CAPRA IBEX.

The community pattern and the quantitative representation of the individual species
indicate a very warm region, Jar the most part covered with forests.

'Region 20: Both steppe elements and those of the forest are found in the region.
Chief species of the community.

• Capreolus capreolus.
• 0 Cervus elaphus.

• Bison priscus, Equus sp.
_.' M. primiqenius, C. aniiquitatis.

The community pattern and the quantitative representation of the individual species
indicate a region not too cold, with interchanging areas of steppes and forests.

The above outline shows that the habitats in Europe were not uniform throught thIs
Late Wlirm substage on a major area, although the prevailing animals were mostly
those of the steppe. There were local developments in relatively small areas of one
major region. This means that only on small surfaces it is posstbla to dIstinguIsh
the onsets and peterings out of the individual communities; utilizing them for th e strati
graphic comparison will thus be very difficult. It also means that it will be necessary
to build up local stratigraphic scales.

The communities are essentially richer in the number of species than at any time
during the Holocene. Species requiring explicitly warm climate are missing. Climatically
the regions studied can be evaluated as follows :

very warm climate: regions 1, 19
warm climate: regions 2, 3, 4, 17
cold climate: regions 5, 7, 10, 11
mildly cold climate: regions 8, 20
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ve ry cold climate : r egion 6
extremely cold climate: regio ns 12, 14

From the above ou tli ne there follows an interesting and un exp ected conclus ion.
The warmest region at th at time was the territory of the Caucasus and the NW part
of Spain, the coldest was the zone stretching from south Germany across the Pannonian
low land to the Black Sea . Th e climate north of this zone was milder , south of it essen
tially warmer. Of interest is the anomaly in the northern pa rt of Europe (FRG, Den 
mark, Belgium], where the climate becomes warmer, probably due to the eff ect of
the sea.

The comm unities of tha t time thus exhibit a stron g c limatic differentiation from
the point of view of th e whole of Europe together with a de ep local differentiation
in: the individu al regions. .

What does th e distr ibu tio n of at least th e ma in sp ecies in Europe look like? Con
siderations of th is kind can be divid ed in to two parts , t.e . th e distribution proved
and th e dist ri bution assumed. On the basis of th e ana lysis of the community it is
necessary to r ealize that the da ta obtained concern evr ry la rg e re gi on as a whole , bu t
can differ essentially in th e individual small areas of that region. The objective then
remains to elaborate th e development of the distribution of the individual species
in minor partial in de pe ndent ge ographic units, wh ich , unfo rtunatel y, is not yet ava ilab le.

The analysis of the distribution of th e ind ividual sp ecies yield s seve ral ma in variants
independent of each other. A number of species has at t hat t ime an unexpectedly large
geographical distribut ion; this dis tribu tion has a permanently dynamic al character
and continues also in to the following Holo ce ne . The di ffe r ence among the indivvidual
regions consists on ly in the number of individua ls.

Another group is con stit ute d by speci es of a similar ly large geog raphical dis t ri buti on,
of which we, however, know th at du e to a rela tively qu ic k change in climatic con 
ditions and thus also in th e plant cover they dis appear qu ickly from some or all region s
very rapidly.

The last group is constituted by species which take up a limit ed area for the reason
tha t the conditions of th e environment were for them parmenantly disadvantageous,
so that their major distribution is ruled out or due to the fact that the disadvantage
of the life conditions results in the existence of the sp ecies only in regions still suitable
for their life, essentially in the format ion of endern .t ic local populations.
Examples of the firs t varia nt are the species : Capreo l us capreolus, ' Ursus arctos, Felis
siluestris , Alees alees, Lynx lynx, Bos primiqenius , Vulpes oulpes, Cer ous elaphus, Bison
pr ise us.

The second varia nt, not sh arply dis t inqu ish ed fr om the fir st one , includes the follow
ing species: Gulo qulo, Lepus t im idus, Equus sp., Ranqijer tar arui us, Alopex laqopus ,
Ursus spelaeus, Capra ibex, Crocuta spelaea, C. antiquitatis, M. primiqenius.

All those species enumerated are almost always found in the following regions :
the northern part of the Iberian Peninsula, in the Pyrenees, south and central France,
slopes of the Alps , northern Italy, northern Yugoslavia, central Europe, the northern
part of the FRG, the Crimea, the Caucasus, the South Urals. They indicate quite clearly
the presence of forest areas, both of the taiga type or the forest of the mild zone
of central Europe, interchanging with areas of steppes. It is a landscape which, from
the ecological point of view, was higly suitable for a great number of species and
therefore the given communities are very rich in species. Purely steppe landscapes on
major areas had only a subordinate position. The same holds for those which were
completely covered with continuous forests.

Dominant positions, as for the amount of Individuals , can be seen in the species :
Bos primiqenius (the northern part of the Iberian Peninsula, southern and central

France, the Caucasus)
Ceruus elaphus (the northern part of the Iberian Peninsula, the Pyrenees)
Ranqijer tarandus [the Pyrenees, southern and central France, the western coast

of the Black Sea)
Bison' priscus (the northern part of the Iberi an Peninsul a , southern Fr ance, the Cau

casus)
Lepus timidus (cen t ral Europe)
Equus sp. (the northern part of the Iber ian Peninsula, the Pyrenees, centra l France,

central Europe, promontories of the Caucasus)
Alopex lagopus [centr a l Europe , the western coast of the Black Sea)
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Capra ib ex [ the northern part of the Iberian Pen ins ul a, th e Caucasus)
An ex ample of the th ird variant is the species Oryctolagus cuniculus. At that it is

lim ited only to the Iberian Peninsula and to the southern part of F~ance . The s~me
situation can be seen in the sp ecies Equus ( A.) tujdruni inus, occupying at that time
only the sou thern parts of the regions studied [southern France, Italy; dominant in
northern Yugoslavia, the Crimea and the pr omontories of the Caucasus. The same holds
for th e species Sus scrota [dominant in southern and central France) which appears
quite is olated also in the space of the nor th ern part of the FRG.

The second part of t he thi rd var iant cont inues more or less with out a ny transition in
the second one, but pre cedi ng it in time. Relatively large areas are occupid by Rupicapra
rupicapra, but it s spli t int o sev er al in dependent r egi on ca n be seen: .

a) the northern part of the Iberian Penins ula [dominant), the Pyrenees [dominant} ,
the southwestern par t of Fra nce.

b) th e Alps an d the ir slopes, cent ral Europe (essentially the most exten si ve region) .
c) the Crimea [dominant).
d) the Caucasus.
The species Ovibos mo scliatus is limited ma inly t o the Alps and their slopes. Thus

an isolated local population is formed which, in a very short time, disappears from
the region. _

Of interest is a re latively br oad distribution of th e saiga. Split local populations are
found in a number of reg ions , the species being quantita t ivel y evidently still very
Irequent. '

a 1 the Pyrenees, southern [dominant) and central France.
b) NE France , the coastland of the FRG, Denmark, England. The connection of the

two latter regions cannot be exc luded.
c) central Europe.
d) the western coast of the Black Sea, the Crimea [dominant).
Interesting is also the distribution of explicitly cold steppe elements, such as the

genera Dicrostonyx and Lemmus. The ir western limit is t he mountain range of the Alps
extended to the north to the mouth of the Elbe River, and then the whole of central
Europe and the Pannonian lowland. A different situation can be observed in the steppe
species Ochotona pusilla. Three separated regions can be seen. They are :

a) the region of the Pyrenees
b) central Eurone, the northern slopes of the Alps [dominant), the Pannonian low 

land [dominant, t he most extensive area) .
c) the Crimea [dominant) .
The above outline of communities and of individual species indicates a high species

diversity almost all over Europe, much larger th an at any time during the Holocene.
Despite . the cold climate predominanting at that time continuous forests, with the ex
ception of some regions, did not disappear altogether. On the contrary, alternating
areas of steppes and for ests, though of the most varied types, were characteristic of
that time, creating ideal conditions for the existence of a number of big mammals
which, with the onset of the Holocene and the format ion of a monotonous plant cover
on vast areas, cease to exist there. If we add also species which die ou t for good.
the community of the Holocene appears to be very limited in comparison with
the preceding glacial , both in the individual r egions and in Europe as a whole.

ANALYSIS OF THE SPECIES

Communities of ma mmals found at the time studied are · relatively quite varied as
for species. This a lso ho lds eve n if one takes into consideration only big mammals.
In th is analysis I sh all only mention the mos t frequently occurring and the most im 
portant species from the point of view their distribution in the course of the Last
Glacial.

Order: Lagomorpha
Lepus t imidus Lin ne , 1758

Characteristics : lives in for es t areas both in plains and in the mounta ins, bu t also
in small forest patches and in forest-steppes .

Distribut ion : throughout the Last Glacial it occupies the whole area studied. In
ce ntral Europe dominating towards the end of th e Glacial. Evidently always quite
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a common animal which had no difficulties with climatic variations and subsequent
changes in plants. It is probable that the determined finds of hares will belong to
several species.

Oryctolagus cuniculus (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics : living on margins of forests, preferring warm climate.
Distribution: during the Last Glacial occupying always the same regions, I.e. northern

Spain and southern France. Those regions are ev idently the northern limit of ist con
tinuous more southern distribution. From there it is mentioned in Early Wiirm as
a dominating animal, further described from substage WI (in southern France as
dominating), then always up to the end of the Glacial. Never extended from the region
described.

Ochotona pusilla Pallas, 1768
Characteristics: looking for the environment of steppes or border zones. Typical

steppe and forest-steppe animal.
Distribution: from its original area in eastern Europe it penetrates with the changes

in the plant cover far west as far as the Pyrenees which, as it seems, it never crosses.
The same goes for the north of Italy. In the course of WI it inhabits southern France
and in central Europe its southern limit of penetration is the Pannonian lowland. From
that region only at the end of the Glacial it penetrates still further to the south, to
northern Yugoslavia, to Istria. Its extensive distribution throughout the Glacial indicates
a great extension of steppes to which this animal was fully bound, and at the same
time its full adaptation to different temperatures.

Order: Rodentia
Sciurus oulqaris Linne, 1758

Characteristics: living in fores ts, both continuous and in small forest patches, but
also found in the forest-steppe and in the forest-tundra.

Distribution: its finds were always isolated, which, however, is not connected with
its distribuUon and amount, but rather with its way of Ilfe under conditions little suit
able for fossilization. In Early Glacial it is described from the Alps and from the Pan
nonian lowland, in WI from the Alps and northern Yugoslavia, in WI/2 from northern
Yugoslavia, from the very end of W3 from the Caucasus. All finds originate rather
from regions with warmer climate and end with Interstadial WI/2; after it there is
a total cooling of the climate over a large part of Europe.

Towards the end of Wiirm its find is described from the upper stretch of the Pechora
River (the Northern Urals) .

Ciiellus citellus. (Linne, 1758)
Characteristic : typical animal of the forest-steppe. Possibly this determinantion covers

several species.
Distribution: isolated finds are described from the beginning of the Last Glacial.

Their number increases rapidly starting with Interstadial Wl/2 , this increase, however,
not at all reflecting its earlier occurrence and being probably due to other reasons.
No conclusions can be drawn from it ,

Marmota marmota (Linne, 1758)
Marmota bobak (Muller, 1776)

Characteristics: open steppes and forest-steppe regions, mountain meadows.
Distribution: the above species occur all over the territory investigated, throughout

the Last Glacial. The then climatic variations had not the slightes effect on their
distribution.

Castor fiber Linne, 1758
Characteristics : presence of water streams in a forest or a forest-steppe region

necessary. Well adapted also for life on freezing water surfaces.
Distribution: from the beginning of the Last Glacial up to its end all over the ter

ritory. A small number of finds does not allow drawing detailed conclusions, but
anyway, the end of the Glacial means an increase in its number as against the preced
mg substages.

Glis qlis (Linne, 1766)
Characteristics: seeking above all deciduous forests, also of park character.
Distribution: in WI the whole of southern Europe, the northernmost finds from

southern Germany, east of the Alps its presence hat not been noticed. In WI/2 only
northern Yugoslavia, in substages W2/3-W3 and at the very end of W3 a surprizing
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find from central Poland . Its Itnds are generally too exceptio na l to allow ma jor con
clusions. Its presence towards the end of the Glacial high in the no r th nevertheless
provokes ideas as far as the plant cover present is concerned.

Hystrix cristata Linne, 1758
Characteristics : a steppe species requiring explicitly warm to Maditerranean climate.
Distribution: in Early Wtirm a fin d is described from the Pannonian lowland. It ind i

cates warm climate there , bu t of continental character, so that only st eppes were
developed there. That is why species requiring warm but oceanic climate and cor
responding plants did not penetrate th er e. On the other hand , mammoths and woo lly
rh inocer oses did not mind those conditions.

A long hiatus exi sts after that t ime. It is , however, not excluded that it means rather
lack in fossil records than its complet e dtsappeara nce fr om the southern regions. In
th e subst ages WZ/3-W3 two finds of the sp ecies have been re corded, in the region
of northern Yugoslavia and in the Caucasus.

Cricetus cr ice t us (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics : it s ori ginal r egi on is located in the eas te rn part of Europe, from

where it 'extended westwards. Its existenc e dep ends a lso on th e typ e of so il , it prefers
solid and dry soils. Typical inhabit ant of steppes and fo r est-stepp es . Found, however ,
al so in the forest zone in dry meadows.

Drstributlon: in Early Wtirm and in WI it is me nt ioned from almost the whole of
Europe, westernmost roug h ly fr om the region of t he Alps and th e Rhine, southernmost,
however, in northern Yugoslavia . This dis t ri bution r em ains un changed throughout
the Last Gla cial.

Le mm us lemmus (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics : a typ ica l inhab itant of the tu ndra zone, both in the plains and in

the mountains.
Distribution: al ready in WI it is found all over th e area of centra l Europe, as far as

roughly to the Rhine Rive r . In Ea rly Pleistocene it is reco rded in Poland. This region
does not change through out the Glac ial, only towards the en d of Wtirm it penetrates
farther to the south, to th e Pannon ian lowland (the southernmost re gion of its distri 
bution in cen tra l Europ e) and intensely populat es the Alps.

In the broad space of ce ntra l Eur ope it is recorded from all climatic vari a ti ons,
th ough in different numbers and in differen t h abit ats.

Dicrostonyx t or quat us (Pallas , 1779 )
Cha racteristi cs : an in ha bita n t the tu nd r a and th e for est -tundra.
Distribution: the dis tr ibution of this species essenti a lly over laps that of the preceding

species - Lemmus Zemmus. Throughout the Glacial it inhabits the extensive areas of
central and eastern Europe, in the west it penetrates up to the Rhine River and to
the Alps, in the south to northern Yugoslavia. It becomes a dominant element towards
the end of the Last Glacial.

AZactaga [aculus Pallas, 1778
Characteristics: an open landscape of the steppe character, but also penetrates to

forest-steppes and the desert. In the mountains up to 1500 m.
Distribution: in WI only one find fr om southern Germany, in Wz from Moravia (CSSR) .

From the substage WZ/3-W3 a find is surprizingly reported from northern Yugos lavia
and from a number of places in the European part of the USSR. Towards the end of
Wtirm only Russian finding places.

A low number of finds has evidently a number of reasons. In any case it is a species
which in the course of the Last Glacial inhabited the whole of central Europe up to
the Rhine and in the so uth it penetrated to northern Yugoslavia. However, it seems
to have disappeared from those regions before the end of Wtirm, being then limited
to only the European part of the USSR.

Order: Carnivora
Felis siluestris Schreber, 1777

Characteristics : seeks forest regions , be ing foun d both in desiduous and in mixed
forests, relatively ra re in coniferous monocuHures. Not adapted to high snow and
strong frosts.

Distribution : iso lat ed finds , r ather due to difficulties in preservation. All over
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the south of Europe, in Early Wurrn to the north up to the Alps and the Pannonian
lowland, in WI registered in south Germany. In Wl/Z already in Moravia (CSSR). No
find from central Europe from the substage Wz. A quick change in climate in this part
of Europe made it retreat to the south. But already from WZ/3-W3 isolated finds are
described both from Austria and from the Pannonian lowland, at the very end of
the Glacial from the whole of central Europe up to Jutland. It is interesting to note
that its finds from the highest number of localities were recorded from the last sub 
stage.

Panthera pardus (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: forest regions, partly forest-steppes, optimum deciduous forests. In

the mountains [in the Caucasus up to the height of 3500 m) also in subalpine meadows.
Requires a thin snow blanket in the winter.

Distribution: finds of this species are registered all over Europe. In Early Wiirm
from the southern part of Europe to the north as far as Poland, in WI from the south
up to the region of the Alps, in Wuz up to the region of the CSSR. The substage
WZ-W3 means evidently some withdrawal to the south, an isolated find from that
SUbstage comes only from the territory of Moravia (CSSR). This is another proof that
the change in climate at the beginning of the Stadial Wz on the territory of central
Europe must have been qutck and intense, so that it resulted in rapid changes in
the fauna.

Panthera leo (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: a species adapted to a very broad spectrum of different environments,

mostly, however, to forests , meadows and water.
Distribution: this species is described relatively late from the Last Glacial. The first

finds come from Wuz from the region of southern France. EVidently it also existed
in northern Spain, as documented by finds dated . as W2. Only towards the end of
the Last Glacial [W2/3-W3) is it also found on the territory of Moravia (CSSR). In all
these cases they were more or less isolated finds. Only towards the end of W3 it
suddenly becomes very numerous and its localities are scattered all over western
and central Europe, only, however , up to 500 northern latitude; in eastern Europe it is
missing. Its distribution and different quantitative development is probably connected
with the development of the environment.

Panthera spelaea (Goldfuss, 1810)
Characteristics : inhabiting mostly cold forest -steppes, penetrated also high into

the mountains. A very broad area inhabited, reaching from western Europe up to
eastern Asia, possibly also in North America.

Distribution: found in the region studied throughout the Last Glacial. It is possible
to state that as for the number of localities, the optimum substage it is Wl/ 2 at
the beginning of W2 its number is reduced, which reduction continues up to the end
of the Glacial. It seems to occurat that time chiefly in the southern regions with
warmer climate (at the end of W3 only south of the Alps, in the Crim ea and in the Cau
casus).

Lynx lynx (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: looking above all for extensive continuous forests, in coniferous

forests found up to the northern limit of their distribution. Very rarely occurring also
in the forest-tundra. In the mountains occurring in the rocky zone not covered with
the forest, also adapted to move about thick snow cover. Known for major migrations.

Distribution: in Early Wiirm it is recorded from the whole of western Europe up to
southern Germany and northern Yugoslavia (including these regions], further from
the Caucasus. In WI its area is extended still more, up to central Poland. In the sub
stages Wl/Z and Wz the number of its localities is reduced, difficult to say whether
it is in full accord with its then distribution. Again in Late Wiirm 3 its finds become
very frequent, at least in central Europe, reaching far to the north up to Jutland.

Crocuta spelaea (Goldfuss, 1823)
Characteristics: an animal with a typical broad range of toleration, occurring there

fore in different types of climate and environment.
Distribution: throughout the Last Glacial it takes up tho whole region studied in

ample numbers. Only at the beginning of WZ/3 the number of its localities becomes
reduced together with its number which remains unchanged up to the end of W3.
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Canis lupus Linne, 1758
Characteristics: the animal exhibits a broad range of toleration together with a great

geographical variability. It is found in all types of landscape. In the tundra it seeks
mostly river valleys, in the forest tundra it stays in birch stands, in the taiga chiefly
in regions of forests interchanging with open areas. It avoids continuous forest . It
occurs further in steppes and even in semideserts and deserts. In the mountains it is
found up to the height of 4000 m. In Transcaucasia it lives even in warm subtropics.

Distribution: the above great adaptability indicates in advance that it will occur
throughout the region studied in the course of the whole Last Glacial. The number of
its localities remains the same all through the stage.

Canis aureus Linne, 1758
Characteristics: open steppe areas both in lowlands and in the mountains. Missing

completely in the arctic tundra. As far as found in the forest zone, then above all in
open habitats. Warm climate preferred.

Distribution: only isolated finds from the beginning of the Last Glacial. From Early
Wiirm described .from the Danube delta and from the Caucasus. Deteriorated climate
in the subsequent part of Glacial results in its disappearance.

Cuon alpinus Pallas, 1811
Characteristics : inhabitant of mountain forests, also found in taiga or mixed forest

covered hills. Great geographical variability, great seasonal migration.
Distribution: very rare finds. In Early Pleistocene the Alps and the Pyrenees, in WI

the Alps and southern Germany, in WI/2 southern France and northern Italy, in W2
the Pyrenees, in W2/3-W3 northern Yugoslavta, at the very end of W3 the Alps. There
are more regions with finds of this species, but the localities are not exactly dated.
Everything points to the fact that th e species takes up a relatively large region during
the Last Glacial and persists in it all the time, irrespective of climatic changes.

Vulpes vulpes (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: prefers open and half-open areas. From the point of view of environ

ment in all types of landscape. In the tundra, the forest tundra, in gallery forests, in
the taiga and deep forests. Everywhere in the forest-steppe and the steppe, even
in the semidesert and in the desert. In the Pamir up to 4000 m. Optimum for it are
mixed forests interchanging with open landscape, meadows, swamps and river valleys.
A great geographical variability.

Distribution: throughout the Last Glacial everywhere in the area studied. Numbers
of localities and thus probably its amounts principally unchanged.

Alopex lagopus (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: in the tundra the most frequent and the most common species. Its

southern limit identical with the northern limit of forest distribution. Through river
valleys it penetrates even into the taiga. Annual migration to long distances (up to
2000 km) is characteristic of it. Small geographical variability.

Distribution: in Early Glacial it does not penetrate to the territory west of the Rhine,
in WI its westernmost occurrence is only in central Europe (CSSR, Poland). In WI/2
for the first time in northern Yugoslavla and southern France. In W2 already in the Py
renees. The highest number of localities appear at the very end of W3, when it penetrates
in the west as far as to northern Spain and takes up the whole extensive area of
western, central and eastern Europe. .

From the above data it follows that optimum conditions for it set on only during
the middle part of the Wiirm and culminate at its end.

Martes martes (Linne, 1758)
Martes tolna (Erxleben, 1777)

Characteristics : the species Martes martes is closely connected with forests . It is
found from the light pine forests of the Kola peninsula and the taiga type forests
up to Mediterranean oak forests.

The species Martes tolna is a typical inhabitant of the fores t to the forest -steppe,
requiring rather mild climate. In mountains and hills, as well as in areas without
forests or almost without forests.

Distribution: throughout the Last Glacial all over the territory. Particularly numerous
finds from the beginnnig of the Glacia l up to Wl/2 in clud ing. Starting with W2 a shar p
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drop in the number of localities and their concentration ma inly in the southern part
of the area studied. Only at the end of W3 it again penetrates further to the north (up
to the territory of Poland), but the number of localities remains unchanged and rela
tively small.

Put orius putorius (Linne, 1758)
Put orius etiersmanni (Lesson, 1827)

Characteristics: Putorius putorius is an inhabitant of the forest , the Jorest-steppe and
the steppe. It avoids continuous forests. Optimum are minor forest units alternating
with meadows. Relatively little found in the taiga.

Putorius eversmanni prefers open landscape, steppes to ' semideserts. Ecological re 
quirements, primarily depending on food, are hard to de'fine.

Distribution: isolated finds throughout the Last Glacial. A low number of finds does
not permit a more detailed evaluation.

Mustela erminea Linne, 1766
Mustela nioalis Linne, 1766

Characteristics: Mustela erminea inhabits a territory reaching from the arctic and
boreal zones up to the southern limits of the steppe, semidesert and, sometimes even
the desert. Thus it lives in very different environment: the tundra, the forest-tundra,
the forest, the forest-steppe and the steppe. It avoids completely open areas.

Mustela niualis inhabits the territory trom the arctic zone up to the subtropic region.
Without demands to the environment it is easily adapted to different conditions
(the tundra, the taiga, the forest-steppe, the steppe, the semidesert) . It is rather an
indicator of the amount of voles. Extremely great geographical variability. .

Distribution: isolated finds throughout the Last Glacial independent on climatic
oscilations.

Gulo gulo (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics : essentially a forest animal typical chiefly of the coniferous taiga,

penetrating, however, hundreds of kilometers into the tundra. Its southern limit is
the forest-steppe, in isolated cases it can be found in the steppe. It is directly bound
to the presence of the reindeer. When they disappear, the wolverine disappears as
well. An advantage for it is a deep snow blanket (50-70 em) lasting for a long time.
Such regions constitute a major part of its area, even though it does not limit itself
to it only. Both in lowlands and in th e mountains. Slight geographical variability of
clinal character.

Distribution: in Early Wurrn it is registered only in Moravia (CSSR), from WI also in
the Alps. In both cases they are only isolated finds. Only in WI/Z do its finding places
become slightly more numerous and at that tim e it penetrates to the Rhine River and
to northern Yugoslavia. In all those regions it persists also during Wz. The very end
of W3 is optimum for it. The number of its finding places increases rapidly and its area
extends. It penetrates far to the west, up to the Pyrenees , into the southern and western
parts of France and into north ern Italy.

Lutra lutra (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: a species bound to water and independent on climate, geographical

latitude and the landscape relief. Adverse for its existence is only a long-lasting ice
cover on the water. Small geographical variability.

Distribution: isolated finds evidently due to unsuitability from the point of view
of fossilization. From Early Wiirm the region of the Caucasus, in WI/Z the Pannonian
lowland and Moravia (CSSR), in Wz southern Fr ance, at the end of W3 northern Yugo 
slavia and the Caucasus.

Meles meles (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: a very adaptable animal living mostly where minor forest patches

interchange with meadows. In darge for ests only at their margins. Found, however,
on minor steppe areas near water springs, in isolated cases also in semideserts. A great
geographical variability.

Distribution: isolated finds throughout the Last Glacial. In Early Wilrm the northern
most region of its finds is the Pannonian lowland, in \I'll northern Yugoslavta and
central France, in wIh it is recorded - bes ides regions situated farthern to the south 
also from the Alps , Rhineland, Moravia (CSSR), in Wz it occupies probably the same
regions again, in W2/3-W3 it is found in Belgium, towards the end of W3 the number
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of its localities is again reduced. From the above list no conciusions can, however, be
drawn, it is evidently affected by other circumstances.

Ursus spelaeus Rosenmeyer et Heinroth, 1794
Characteristics: its remnants are typical of all karst regions. A species with a broad

range of toleration. Geographical and individual variabilities extremely great.
Distribution: throughout the Last Glacial in the broad area of Europe. Its southern

limit goes across Spain, Italy, Yugoslavia and the Caucasus. From Early Wlirm onwards
numerous, in karst regions the dominating species. Its number increases particularly
in Wl/2 almost all over the territory of Europe, at the beginning of Wz a reduction
sets on which continues up to the end of the Glacial. At the very end of W3 only
isolated finds, besides the region of the Caucasus, where at that time it still con
stitutes the dominant component in the faunistic community.

Ursus arctos Linne, 1758
Ursus priscus Goldfuss , 1810

Characteristics: a typical inhabitant of extensive forests, in the north , however, look
ing periodically for open tundras as well. Prefers coniferous forests to deciduous ones.
A great geographical and an individual variabilities. Migration negligible.

Distribution: in Early Wiirm a number of localities, mainly in southern and western
parts of Europe. This is repeated throughout the whole WI. The substage WI/2 means
a »drop in the number of localities , which is still deepened in Wz, when the species
retires more or less to the southern regions. Only the very end of W3 means again
its great extension evidently all over Europe, irrespective of geographical latitude.

Order: Proboscidea
Mammonteus primiqenius (Blumenbach, 1799)

Characteristics : an animal adapted to cold climate, living, nowever, also in mild and
relatively warm climate. Avoided continuous forests, dominated in open landscape of
the tundra character, of the arctic steppe, the loess steppe or the steppe. Possibility
of living in a landscape of park character in which open areas interchanged with
minor patches of forests . Avoided hills with major differences in height and mountains
with steep slopes.

Distribution: the above sp ecies inhabited extensive spaces of chiefly central and
eas tern Europe a 11 the t ime. At th at time only its western and southern limits oscillated .
The substage of Early Wiirm reflects to a ce rtain extent its distribution towards the end
of the Last Interglacial. The westernmost localities at that time are found in the area
of the Rhine, the southernmost ones in the Pannonia n low land and in the region about
the Danube mouth. But as early as in WI it penetrates to southern France and its finds
in the course of the Last Glacial are reco rded both in the south of France and in
the north of Italy, northern Yugoslavia and the whole of Rumania. That is the situation
up to late W3 when, in a relatively short time, the species disappears completely from
the whole territory investigated.

The problems of its extinction on the given territory are most probably connected
with an overall change in the climate resulting in the formation of continuous forests
which wore quite unfavourable for its existence. Small areas of steppes which must
have existed in places were not sufficiently large for its life. The disappearance was
relatively quick, because in the course of W2/3 and at the beginning of W3 it was
the dominant animal all over the Ukraine and at the beginning also in central Europe.

Palaeoloxodon antiquus Falconer and Cautley, 1847
Characteristics : a species occurring only in explicitly warm and oceanic climate,

in a landscape where there are forests , meadows and streams. It avoids dry steppes,
continental and cold climates.

Distribution: as early as in WI it occurs in northern Spain, southern France and
northern Italy, I.e . in regions with warm climate. Its existence in the Last Glacial, of
course, does not end with this. In southern France it is recorded in WI/2. It lives there
together with another elephant species, the mammoth, and also with the woolly rhino
ceros, Le. with species to which cold climate suits better and whose ecological require
ments were dlff'erent. All this indicates that most important for the mammoths were not

, so much seasonal temperatures, but reather the average annual temperature and the pre
sence of alternating areas of continuous forests and open steppes.
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Order: Perissodactula
Coelodonta antiquttatis Blumenbach, 1799

Characteristics: an animal of similar distribution and similar ecological requirements
as those of the mammoth.

Distribution: the stage of Early Wlirm finds it evidently in the same areas as
the mammoth. Also in this case the conditions from the end of the Last Interglacial
are reflected here. In WI it is recorded in southern France where it has even the do
minating position, in W2 it is recorded also in northern Spain. The extent of its distri
bution remains practically unchanged up to late W3 when, like the mammoth, it quickly
dies out all over the area of its distribution.

The reasons of its extinction are evidently the same as in the mammoth. It is of
extreme interest to see how its distribution in the individual time spaces overlaps
completely with that of the mammoths.

Dicerorhinus kirchberqerisis (Jaeger, 1839)
Characteristics: a species with similar ecological requirements as those of P. aniiquus.

From the point of view of its time distribution it seems, however, that unlike that
species it was able to live even in not explicitly warm climate.

Distribution: in Early Wlirm it is found not only in the Iberian and Italian peninsulas,
but also in northern Yugoslavia, in the south-eastern part of France and in isolated
cases elsewhere. This situation does not change in the course of WI, its finds are,
however - besides the above areas - also recorded in the Crimea and in the Caucasus.
As late as in W1/2 it occurs in the southern part of France, northern Italy and in Yugo
slavia. This is also the last time of its existence in those regions. Only in northern
Spain it survives into the stadial W2, but with that its existence in the area investigated
ends.

From what has been said it follows that in comparison with the ecologtcal require
ments ot P. ant iquus this species had a broader range of to leration.

Equus sp .
Characteristics: a typically steppe species, partly also the forest-steppe, in isolated

cases semidesert. Plains. In the Last Glacial different species with early the same eco
logical requirements.

Distribution: throughout the Last Glacial very numerous all over the territory in- ·
vestigated.

Equus (A.) hydruntinus Regalia, 1907
Characteristics: steppe to forest-steppe regions with warmer climate.
Distribution: geographical situation of its finds is very surprising. In Early Wlirm

and in WIthe finds are spread from the Caucasus over the Crimea and the Danube
delta to central Yugoslavia, the Pannonian lowland and Moravia (CSSR) . The last
mentioned regions are also the westernmost sites of its occurrence. They clearly indicate
the eastern origin of this species. In W1/2 it is found also in southern and central
France, it populates the whole European continent, of course avoiding the northern
most parts (the northern limit being the central part of the Rhineland and the CSSR).
In W2/3-W3 it retreats to the south, evidently the deteriorated climatic conditions do
not agree with it. However, due to the fact that at that time they are only Isolated
finds, this statement must be considered rather a working hypothesis. The same can
be observed at the very end of W3.

Order: Artiodactyla
SU9 scrota Linne, 1758

Characteristicc: a typical inhabitant of forests, chiefly in river valleys. It is an eco
logically very adaptable species which, though warm climate is optimum for it, can
stand even very low temperatures (the mean January temperature up to -25°C) . It is,
however, tied to a certain thickness of snow only, in no case does it live in regions
where the snow blanket is thicker than 0.5 m for a long time. Great variations in
quantitative numbers in individual years. Nowadays it exhibits great eurytopy - from
the taiga up to steppes, in the mountains up to Alpine zone. Mostly no migration.

Distribution: in Early Wlirm and in WI it is found all over the southern part of
central Europe, in the north it is found as areal'S in central Germany and central
Poland. In the substage Wl/2 and mainly in the course of W2 its concentration prevail
ingly to southern parts of Europe can be observed. In only isolated cases it can be
found north of the Alps. The same pattern of distribution can be seen in the latter
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half of Wurm and it its very end, when they start appearing in Belgium and in Jutland;
those parts had evidently their own 'oceanic climate. On the other hand, the regions
of the northern part of central Europe and those farther to the east remain without
its finds all the time. Despite its great eurytopy of today, in the Last Glacial its great
dependence on climate in connection with the plant cover can safely be observed.

Hippopotamus amphibius Linne, 1758
Characteristics : a species of markedly warm climate with the existence of major water

streams with forests. .
Distribution. in Early Wlirm its finds are recorded in northern Spain and Italy. In WI

it is still found in northern Italy and southern France. That is the last time of its occur
r ence. Later conditions were no longer suitable for its life in those regions .

Cerous elaphus Linne, 1758
Characteristics : a species found ' In most environment with warm climate - forest,

forest-steppe, steppe and in isolated cases also the region of deserts. It stays in one
place, concentrating where the snow blanket does not exceed 40-60 em. The subspecies
C elaphus maral lives in gallery woods or in small forest patches.

Distribution: Early Wtirm and WI finds it almost all over Europe with the exception
of its easternmost part. About the same distribution can still be observed in Wl/2, when
in central Europe it is mostly the subspecies C. elaphus maral. The substage W2 means
its intense retreat. Cold and rough climate reduces the number of its finding places and
its optimum region at that time is Spain, France, northern Yugoslavia, and in only
isolated cases it is found north of these positions. This situation remains unchanged
up to the end of W3, when, however, it takes up not only its former regions, but also
the eastern part of the European USSR in the catchment area of the Volga and
the region of the South Urals.

Dama dama (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics : an animal adapted rather to warmer climate in a landscape where

small deciduous forests alternate with areas cavered with only grass or even bushes.
Many times it is found in dry spruce and pine forests.

Distribution: only isolated finds . From WI/2 and Wz localities in central and southern
France are recorded. Surprising .are finds from the very end of W3 from southern
Germany, as far as the dating was correct and those finds do not belong to Early
Holocene.

Capreolus capreolus (Linne, 1758)-
Characteristlcs: populating regions with different climate, from most oceanic climate

to dry continental climate. Living both in different forests (deciduous, coniferous, mixed)
and in forest-steppes, steppes, and often also in semideserts on the banks of lakes.
Avoiding continuous coniferous forests of the taiga type, optimum for this species are
forests alternating with meadows. Its northern limit is determined climatically as well as
by the amount of snow in the winter (maximum 50 em).

Distribution: in Early Wtirm it inhabits the whole of southern and central Europe
with the exception of its northern regions. In the east it is recorded only from
the region of the Caucasus. During WI its northern limit shifts clearly southwards,
which continues all the time up to Wz. At that time it evidently inhabits only the south
'ern parts of the area investigated. Only the W3 substage signifies again its gradual
penetration to the north, but not only in the region of central Europe, but also in
the east of Europe, surprisingly far (the catchment areas of the Volga and the Pechora
Rivers, the South Urals) . Up to the end of W3 there are no more essential changes.

Alces alces (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: an inhabitant of forests, the forest-tundra, forest-steppes or marginal

regions of the steppe zone. Optimum habitat is the light taiga changing in places into
forest-steppes. Adapted for life in regi-ons with high snow blanket. Great migration.

Distribution: in the course of the Last Glacial the area of its distribution changes
essentially. In Early Wlirm and in WI it is found westernmost in central Europe
(Poland, CSSR, Hungary), in northern Yugoslavia and northern Italy. About the same
region is populated by it also in WI/2. In the substage WZ/3 and particularly during '
and at the end of W3 its great expansion sets on. It penetrates up to central Yugo 
slavia and centra] France, inhabiting at that time a great part of Europe. However,
it never penetrated to the Pyrenees or across them.

Megaloceros qiqanteus (Blumenbach, 1803)
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Characteristics: an inhabitant of forest-steppe and steppe habitats. Mild climate seems
to have been optimum for it.

Distribution: in Early Wiirm and in WI it is found in a broad zone stretching from
northern Spain across central France, southern Germany, northern Yugoslavia, the Pan
nonian lowland , the Danube delta, the Crimea and the Caucasus, i .e, in the southern
part of the area studied. Throughout the Io llowing SUbstage the area of its distribution
remains unchanged , in W3 and particularly at its end the number of localities increases,
at the same time it shifts northwards and appears north of the Black Sea, in the region
of the South Urals and in the catchment area of the Pechora. Due to isolated finds
it is difficult to decide , whether in the latter case (the USSR) th ey are newly inhabited
regions.

Rariqijer tarandus (Linne, 1758)
Characteristics: the tundra , the forest-tundra, the taiga. It does not enter mixed

forests. Well adapted to life in plains as well as in the mountains (up to 2500 m).
Not inhabiting closed forests, only their margins or places where th ick fo rests inter
change with open areas, often of swamp character. An inhabitant of both mild and cold
climate. Great migration of animals in big herds (up to 500 km} .

Distribution: inhabits the area studied throughout the Last Glacial, from Spain to
the Urals. In the course of the Glacial only the number of localities changes (the highest
number in W3, chiefly towards the end) and the amount of individuals. It begins to be
the dominating animal in thanatocenoses in Wz, then it appears permanently up to
the end of WOrm. A particularly high number of localities in which it dominates are
found at the very end of W3 not only ill central Europe, but also in central and
southern France and in the Pyr enees. At that tim e its finds are recorded also from
central Yugoslavia and from northern Spain.

Bas pritniqenius Bojanus, 1827 .
Characteristics: an animal inhabiting both the steppe and the Iorest-steppe. : as well

as light forests. In the mountains up to the Alpine zone. Maximum thickness of snow
in the winter 50 em.

Distribution: in Europe throughout the Last Glacial. Dominating animal at the beginn
ing of Wiirm in S.pain, ;in WI/Z in central Europe towards, the end of Wiirm it is
the mast frequent in southern and central France and in the Caucasus. From eastern
Europe the finds are described only from Middle Wiirm onwards, but this may be due
to the insufficient number of localities of the preceding stage.

Bison priseus Bojanus, 1827
Characteristics: Iorest-steppes, steppes, partly a lso the forest. Indifferent to temper

ature, able to live both in arctic conditions and in warm climate. As far as it lived
in forests, they were deciduous forests with open patches. Former theories concerning
llvlng in large closed forest areas are now considered wrong.

Distribution: throughout the Last Glacial all over the area. of Europe studied. A high
number of localities, but for the most part it was not the dominating animal of the com
munity. Abundant in Interstadial WI/2 in central Europe. Conspicuously great is, how
ever, its distribution towards the end of the Last Glacial (W2/3 to the very end of W3),
of course in some regions only.

Saiga tatarica (Linne, 1766)
Characteristics: a typical inhabitant of steppes and semideserts, in summer penetrating

also into forest-steppes, but not llvlng there the whole year. Preferring plains, avoiding
mountains or rolling mountain ranges. Great migrations, up to 250 km in a few days,
depending on food, the same as the size of the herds : (maximum 150-200 thousand
Indtvtduals, as a rule, however , 100 to 1000). Snow layer maximum 10 em. Geographical
variability very small.

Distribution: in Early Wiirm and in WI their finds are recorded only in the European
part of the USSR, in the Danube delta, and on the territory of Moravia (CSSR). They
are isolated finds, but a continuous population can be assumed in the east; penetration
to central Europe only in certain time. The spe-cies did not penetrate farther west.
Thus was the situation also in the course of WI/2. Only the Wz Stadial with an essential
change in climate results in fur th er penetration to the west when the whole of western
Europe is inhabited, including the Pyrenees. That situation persists up to Ute very end
of W3. At the time of the greatest expans ion the species populates continuously
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the whole above territory and in southern France it becomes even the dominating
animal of the community.

Rupicapra rupicapra (Linne , 1758)
Characteristics: an animal at present ousted only to high mountains, formerly, how

ever, populating not only mountains, but also highlands and even plains. Minor forest
units interchanging with op en areas. .

Distribution: the species is recorded a11 over the territory investigated throughout
the Last Glacial. It is even the dominating element in northern Spain, the Pyrenees
(W2, end of W3), in northern Yugoslavia (W2) and in the Crimea (end of W3). Its finds
are not described on ly from broad steppe plains in the European part of the USSR.

Ovibos moschatus (Zimmermann, 1780)
Characteristics: an inhabitant of the tundra and of perrg lactal steppes. Adapted to

cold climate.
Distribution: in all cases they were always only isolated finds, but their geographical

scattering is of considerable interest, even though finds without exact stratigraphy
(the most numerous) are not registered. In Early WOrm and in WI it is recorded from
the territory of Poland, from the Alps and southern Germany. As finds dating back to
the beginning of the Glacial they come from surprisingly southern latitudes. In WI/2 it
is also recorded from the Alps where it evidently lived throughout the Glacial. From
W2 it is described from the region of the Danube delta where it is even the dominant
species. The latter half of the Glacial means at the same time an increase in the number
of its localities. It can be found essentially throughout the area investigated, relatively
abundant also in southern and central France and in the eastern parts of the European
USSR. I think that probably it inhabited central and eastern Europe throughout the Last
Glacial, it penetrated to France only after the decrease in th e average annual temper
atures in the latter half of WOrm. It is alien to the Pyren ees, northern Italy and
the Caucasus.

Capra ibex Linne, 1758
Capra pyrenaica Schinz, 1838
Capra aeqaqrus Erxleben, 1777

Characteristics: rocky areas alternating with forest or bush covered areas. Individual
regions differ strongly from each other.

Distribution: throughout the Last Glacial all over the regions studied with the ex
ception of the east European plains. Both the number of localities individuals seem to
have been the same all the time, without any response to climatic oscillations.

Ouis sp.
Characteristics: inhabitants of open areas. Avoiding extensive plains and continuous

forests . Relatively great migration. Very strong geographical variability.
Distribution: only isolated finds. In Early WOrm Moravia, the Pannonian lowland,

the Crimea, the Caucasus. In WI/2 central France, northern Italy, Pannonia. In W2/3-W3
only finds in the Caucasus, towards the end of W3 central France, the Danube delta
and the Caucasus.

The above species may have inhabited always the same territory, but W2 seems to
have reduced its number and may be also its disappearance from some regions.

Conclusion
The species studied represent the ma in component of fossil communities in the Last

Glacial. They are mostly big animals , from small animals only those are added which
occur more frequently and are of paleoecologic importance. Only those finds have been
described that were stratified. If they constituted a dominant component in the given
locality, this fact is mentioned. In the opposite case their number is not recorded.
The region studied includes only the territory of northern Spain including the Pyrenees,
southern and central France, northern and central Italy and Yugoslavia, and further
a ll territories north and east of the above ones, up to the Urals (the Urals incl uded ).

Despite a great number of species studied, with different ecological requirements,
some trends of the same kind can be distinguished in the general pattern. From
the View-point of the geographical distribution in the Last Glacial two great groups
can be specified:

1) species living essentially in the area of the whole region studied. Mostly only
their numbers increased or decreased. The followin g specie s belong here : Lepus timitius,
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Marmota sp., Vulpes oulpes, Martes sp., Ursus spelaeus, Equus sp ., Rariqijet: tararuius,
Bos primiqenius, k uo icapra rupicapra, Crocuta spelaea.

2) species living only in a part of the region studied. This phenomenon was due to

different causes:
a) animals. tied for different reasons to a certain area where they .live ~ll the tim~.

A change in living conditions results in their disappearance: Hystrzx crist ata, Can.zs

aureus, Hippopotamus amptubius, Palaeoloxodoti aniiquus, Dicerorhinus kirchbergenszs}
Dama dama, Oryctolagus cuniculus.

b) animals populate only a part of the region , the area of their distr-ibution always
changing in the course of Wiirm: Cricetus cricetus, Lemmus Iemmus, Dicrostorujx
t orquatus, Alactaga [aculus, Cuon aipinus.

c) animals inhabiting different areas of the region studied at different times, depen
ding on the changing living conditions: Ochotona pusilla, GUs qlis, Felis silvestrzs}
Panthera partius, Panthera leo} Lynx lynx} Alopex laqopus, Gulo qulo, Megaloceros
qiqanteus, Cnnbos moschatus, Meles me'es, Ursus arctos.

d) isolated finds due most probably to an adverse possibility of preservation: Lutra
lutra, Mustela sp., Putorius sp.,

Despite a relatively short duration of the Last Glacial in some species one can well
observe the areas from which they extend to further regions during Wilrm. They can be
roughly divided into two groups:

A) animals at the beginning of Wtirrn taking mostly the western or the southern
part of the area investigated, from where they .gradually spread with the changes
in climatic conditions into more northern or eastern parts of Eu.rope (the region
of the Caucasus constituting an independent area not related to eastern or central
Europe): Panthera leo} Felis siluestris, Glis qlis, Meles, meles, Ursus arcios, Sus scrota.

B) animals at the beginning of Wiirm taking only the eastern part of Europe from
where they gradually extended chiefly in the western direction, less in the southern
direction. They reached differently distant regions at different times:

a) the westernmost region is the area of central Europe: Cricetus ericetus, Dicro
stonyx t orquatus, Alactaga [aculus.

b) the westernmost region is the area of southern France: Mammonteus primiqenius,
Equus {A.} hydruntinus, Alces alces, Ouibos moschatus.

c) the westernmost region are the Pyrenees: Ochotona pusilla, Gulo gulo, Saiga
tatarica.

d) the westernmost region is the area of northern Spain: Alopex Iaqopus, Coelodonta
antiquitatis, Ranqijer tarandus.

. In the course of the existence of species in the Last Glacial, in some of them
the number increased, sometimes so that the species became dominant. If those animals
are left out in which this phenomenon oscillated in relation with the extending area ,
the following species remain in the individual substages (irrespective of the areas) :

Wl: Coelodonta antiquitatis, Equus sp.
F"rom Early Wiirm to Wl/Z (including): Martes sp., Equus sp.
Wl/z: Ursus spelaeus, Equus sp., Boo idae,
WZ/3-W3: Mammonteus primiqenius, Ranqijer tarandus, Bison priscus, Equus sp.
End of Wiirm: Lepus timidus, Castor tiber, Panitiera leo, Lynx lynx, Alopex laqopus,

Gulo qulo, Ursus arctos Meqaloceros qiqanieus, Ranqijer tarandus, Saiga tatarica,
Equus sp.

In the latter half of Wurrn the numbers of Crocuta spelaea and Ursus spelaeus'
gradually reduce . before the end of Wiirm Alactaga iaculus disappears.

From the outline it is evident that the number of species in the community increased
at the end of Glacial in an .mats with different ecological requirements.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FAUNISTIC COMMUNITY

The pattern of the faunistic community of the Last Glacial is the result
of a long preceding development. Although the picture recorded renders
~either the whole community nor all finds of the individual species, i.e.
It does not reflect their maximum extent, but only those that have been
stratigraphically classified, relatively great changes of geographical cha-
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racter are evident. Tile reconstruction of tlie paleoecosystems clearly sfiows
that the communities never achieved the state of optimum balance, a cli
max stage; before this cou ld be achieved, the environment changed, thus
causing also gradual changes in the community. Never does it happen
that the community should: exist unchanged' for a long time or that it
should be replaced by quite different communities. It was always a rather
slow change, often so frequently interrupted in the trend of its
development that it could not call forth the origin of new species and
maybe even lower taxonomic units. Evolutional changes can therefore
be expected only within the species, they are of only intraspecific
character. This points out the necessity of dealing more with the study
of paleopopulations in relation to the environmental 'factors. It cannot
be excluded that in many organisms different ecological factors in which
they lived are not reflected in morphological and metrical changes even
within the populations.

The first assumption of further increasing our knowledge appears to
be a detailed study of populations from exactly stratified horizons of
the individual biomes and the determination of the community pattern
in terms of population sizes.

The essential part of Europe which was studied is sufficiently large
to exhibit different climatical zones in the Last Glacial. The study of
the individual species and community patterns has shown that the indi
vidual regions have their own specific evolution, although it is, of course,
subject to the overall development of the climate. Thus they differ from
each other, other difference raching a differently great degree.

The following climatic zones can be observed in Europe at that time:
1) moist winter with summer drought
2) warm mild climate of oceanic character

3) mild climate with short periods of fr osts [nemoral)
All those climatic zones a re typical chiefly of western Eu rope , regions around

the Mediterranean, an extensive region of the slopes of the Caucasus and the Crimea.
4) arid climate with cold winters [continental)
5) cold climate with cold summers [boreal)
6) arctic climate

The last three climatic zones are typical chiefly of the whole extensive
region of central and eastern Europe.

From the above it follows that the whole part of Europe studied can
be climatically divided into essentialy two large units in which there

.were only climatic oscillations of the second order in the course
of Wilrm.

The studied' communities of Hie individual localities are defined on
the one hand by their taxonomic pattern and/orthe quantity of the indi
vidual species, on the other hand by their ecological pattern. It is neces
sary to realize 'that in no case they can be actual biocenoses, but they
are only taphocenoses or, more correctly, oryctocenoses. Domina.nt spe
cies of an oryctocenosts need not quite truly reflect the dominant species
of the biocenosis. The deduced paleoecological 'data thus represent only
a certain part of the original community. Despite these drawbacks which
are hard 1:'0 remove it is possible to maintain on the basis of present-day
actuopaleontological studies that a certain level of overall know-
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ledge it is possible to obtain a variety of data nearly identical with
those obtained from the study of present-day biocenoses. On the other
hand H 'appears that a reliable conclusion about the original environment
cannot be obtained from the study of only one isolated oryctocenosis.

The above two units are divided into regions of different sizes that
can be denoted as bioprovinces which are in turn divided into Individual
biomes. The areas of bioprovinces were different and in the course of
Wlirm they included major faunistic changes. Bioprovinces thus repre
sented stable but dynamically changing ecosystems depending on
the changing climate, the extent and length of these changes being
dlfferent both in the time scale and from the geographical point of view,
and, in this case, also at the same time. This in itself points to com..
plicated conditions and particularly mutual relations at that time .

We have shown at the beginning of this paper that it is absolutely out
of question to transfer Information as to the community pattern, quantity
of species, their onset or possible disappearance from one biome to
another (even within one province) without certain corrections. From
this it follows that the communities of the individual biomes are con
siderably differentiated within one bioprovince. This is particularly
conspicuous in the area of central Europe in the broad sense. This results
in the fact that although it is possible to characterize a certain biopro
vince or a number of biomes as to the community patterns and their
detailed development, the validity of this conclusion is possible only on
the general level. In no case can it be applied without any adaptations
for detailed biostratigraphy. The differentiation within the Indlvldual
biomes is so great that detailed biostratigraphy based on these changes
assumes the elaboration of local biostratigraphic diagrams. Only on that
basis would a relative time comparison of different biomes be possible. .
The same conclusion has been reached also by a number of oth'er spe
cialists (such as BIHIKOVA, BELAN, 1979).

Local biostratigraphic diagrams have at present been elaborated for
only some regions. This means that in the future one will have to con
centrate in this direction to be ab le on the one hand to get acquainted
with a detailed development of communities in time in individual minor
geographic regions, on the other hand to utilize that information for
a detailed relative time comparison and dating.

The first order climatic unit in the Last Glacial is a drop in average
annual temperature and its oscillation. This affected the formation of
land and mountain glaciers or their melting, the formatio n of sediments
of different type and thickness and towards its end also the character
of the plant cover and the pattern of the faunistic community tied 1'0 it.
This view that appeared and' has essentially been formed in the course
of this century is generally considered to be correct. But in my opinion
it cannot be made quite absolute from the point of view of faunistic
communities. A certain incorrectness consists in the fact that this view
neglects and does not take into consideration a number of further factors
of the same importance, not to speak of the fact that the characteristics
of, say, the present taiga and "tundra are transferred without correction
to more southern regions with always a different length of daylight and
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a different amount of so lar radiation. All these and many other factors
then distort the conclusions drawn.

When studying the individual species and their distribution in the course
of Wurm it was evident that in most cases a broad range of toleration
must be taken into consideration, as well as their adaptability to dif
ferent temperatures, etc. Species always considered to be cold-adapted,
whose names are directly connected with regions of the tundra character
or those of loess steppes, currently - not in isolated cases - appear
amidst quite a different community, with species tied to warm climate
(D. kirchberqensis, P. antiquus, H . amphibius) and with a variety of
species even today living in explicitly warm climate. This concerns also
the reindeer, but also the mammoth, the woolly rhinoceros and a number
of others. They are not only habitats in which those animals could live
for a Ilmtted period of time, but habitats where they not only live, but
currently reproduce. This statement in itself makes one think of the cor
rectness of many hitherto. assumptions. The analysis shows that there
are much fewer stenothermic animals than could be expected. The deep
-r ooted idea of explicitly cold-adapted species is greatly shaken by
fhe analysis of the communltypatterns of di!fferent 'btoprovinces.

All this indicates that although average temperature must have played
the decisive role both in the flora and in the fauna connected with it, .
it was not the only fac tor and for many species it may not have been
the most important one. It appears more and more clearly that a factor
of the same importance is also the oceanity and the aridity of the climate
to which many species of big mammals are even more tied than to cold
or heat. This conclusion is also supported by the above mentioned exi
stence of a number of species considered to be typical animals of cold
regions, which, however, are so highly eurythermic that they can quite
well exist a lso in regions with very warm climate together with typical
thermophile species. Nobody would think of it the other way round
and consider these typical thermophile species to be species looking for
cold regions.

What is, however, the most decisive, are of course Hie basic living
condttions of the habitats, that means at that time the presence of free
open grass-covered areas interchanging with areas of forest units. In
tlie Last Glacial a biome is formed in a great' extent of almost the whole
of Europe, one that does not exist nowadays. It is a biome of alternating
forest and forest-steppes, where there are only oscillations of th'e indi
vidual areas, but mostly never a monotous development in one direction
or another. This constitutes assumptions for the possibility of living under
the given conditions for a relatively large number of species. The alter
nation of closed and open areas which was so typical of the Last Glacial
in the extensive areas of Europe is at thatrtirne due to an increased
aridity of the climate or alternation of oceanic and continental climate.
That is why at the beginning of Holocene, when there is a conspicuous
change in the amount and distribution of precipitation and thus also
the formation of continuous forest units there is also a great' change in
'the faunistic community.

Another, by no means less important factor is the fact' that the eco-
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logical requirements of some species are sometimes judged according
to their present-day distribution which', judged by their distribution in
Pleistocene, is certainIy .in fluenced' by a number of most varied, mainly
anthropogene factors.

This set of problems is connected with the problem of the so-ca lled
mixed faunas. This term, at least in the form as its content is sometimes
explained and used, is quite inaccurate. It follows from a non-historic
view of previous communities and the type of the then plant cover. It
judges these communities from the point of view of closed and some
times monotonous forest stands on the one hand and with the presence
of extensive steppe areas on the other hand. This, of course, was mostly
not the case throughout Wlirm. Besides the region of eastern Europe,
open areas alternated with forest units a ll over the territory studied, of
course in dynamic oscillation in the course of the Last Glacial. And
the community of the Last Glacial corresponded exactly to the given
plant cover, there being no need for any secondary mixing. At
the same time this shows that this landscape pattern was much more
suitable for most animals than was the case in Holocene and this is
the reason why communities at that time were much richer in species
than those of Holocene. Species migration and the extension of their
areas was not so much' due to temperature oscillation as to a more
suitable and mainly more varied plant cover. That is why at the beginning
of Holocene and with the onset of quite different ecological conditions
a number of species disappear from certain regions very quickly and
for good.

The oscillation of aridity and the drop in average annual temperatures
in the broad spaces of Europe causes the species of the present eastern
and northern regions of Europe to become the main migration element.
In migration waves they penetrate to different distances westwards and
southwards at different times. My study shows that the westward mig
ration across central Europe to France, the Pyrenees 'and northern Spain
was for them always easier than the migration in the southern direction
to the Balkan peninsula and to Italy, at that time connected with Yugo
slavia by a much wider belt of land than it is today, since the northern
part of the Adriatic Sea was land at that time. Besides these migrations
at the given time also migrations in the opposite di rection, i.e. from
the west to the east, can be noticed, even though they are much weaker
and concern on ly a small number of species.

Individual bioprovinces characterized as a whole with a faunis tic
community changing in species, have areas of different sizes essentially
remaining unchanged throughout the Last Glacial. Based on the eva
luati on of faunistic finds , I divide the studied region of Europe in the Last
Glacial into the following bioprovinces:

A) easte rn and centra l Europe
This takes up the most extensive territory with corrslderable cli ma tic

differentia t ion , but nevertheless with a nu mber of signs indica ting its
unity.

B) the region of southern and central France and the Pyrenees
These seemingly unconnected regions are subject to the same develop -
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ment and throughout Wlirm they influenced each other strongly, ir 
respective of great relative differences in height.

CJ the region of northern Spain .
Essentially the territory lying to the south and to the west of the Pyre

nees which, -throughout Wilrm, had an independent development differing
both from the Pyrenees proper and from the parts of Spain situated
more to the south. At the same time it was always under the influence
of the adjacent regions.

DJ the region of the Caucasus
Throughout Wiirm this territory was strongly different in the fauna

pattern from regions lying more to the north and had always a sub
stantially different development, specific of that region.

E J the region of the Crimea
Despite a relatively small territory it was necessary to classify it as

an independent bioprovince, because throughout Wilrm it always strongly
differed from its surroundings both by the pattern of its faunistic com
munity and by its development. This was due to the configuration of its
relief as well as to a certain extent to the underlying rocks.

FJ the region of northern Italy and Yugoslavia
It is evidently only a part of the whole bioprovince which extended

still further to the south, taking up areas nowadays covered with the sea.
.Faunistically it was strongly affected by the regions lying more to
the south.

The delimitation of the bioprovinces evidently does not include
the whole of Europe, but only the part investigated. They are in turn sub
divided, as far as central and eastern Europe is concerned, into a number
of biomes formed in dependence on the extent of the climatic and plant
changes taking place, many times due to chiefly the relief and' the di
stance from the sea.

In the bioprovince of eastern and central Europe (A J the Iollowtng
biomes .are distinguished:

the Alps (5 J "
northern slopes of the Alps, southern pad of the FRG (6 J
central part of Germany (FRG, GDRJ (7J
northern parts of the FRG, Jutland (8 J
the region of Belgium (9 J
the region of the CSSR (10 J
the region of lowland Poland' (11)
the region of Hungary (12)
the region of the central part of Rumania (the 'carpathians J (13)
the region of the Danube delta (14)
the region of the lower stretch of the Dniester River (USSR) (15)

the region south of the City of Kiev (USSR) (16)
the region between the middle stretches of the Don ana the Volga

(USSR) (20) ,
the southern part of the Ural Mountains [USSR) (20)
the upper stretch of the Pechora River (the Northern Urals, USSR) (21)
The division of the biomes is to a certain extent dependent on

the present level of knowledge of fossil faunas in the given bioprovince
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and also the frequency of the discovered localities plays a certain part
here.

In the bioprovince B the following biomes are d'lstlngulshed :
the Pyrenees (2 )
the region of southern and central France (3)
All other bioprovinces are not divided into biomes. This is due not

only to a smaller extent of the area, but also to the frequency of localities
with fauna, as they are known nowadays.

Before proceeding to the description of the development of the Indi 
vidual biomes, let us imagine a rough picture of changes taking place
in the Last Glacial all over the territory studied, the picture being based
on the analysis of faunistic communities. It is thus a generalization which
will differ from biome to biome. This generalization has been elaborated
only on the basis of paleontological 'finds ; there are, however, regions
where the finds are not classified into individual time spans. In such'
a case I omit those regions in my evaluation. The evaluation concerns
only the studied parts of Europe.

Early W,iirm
All over the area of that time relatively great aridity sets in under

mildly warm climate. The result are interchanging steppe and forest
regions all over Europe, irrespective of the average temperatures in dif
ferent parts of the European territory. The region of northern Spain
appears to be the warmest, being followed by northern Italy and Yugo
slavia. This will no doubt also concern the Caucasus, but finds of that
time are not differentiated there. A cool zone stretches across the spaces
of Germany, Czechoslovakia to the Danube delta.

Substage Wi
The arldlty of the climate continues all over the area studied'. Although

the average temperature is still higher than in the subsequetn sub
stanges - extremely cold climate cannot be observed' anywhere 
the temperature differentiation is quite great. The coldest regions are
found in the central part of Europe (the territories of Czechoslovakia
and Poland) . .

Sub s f age a fIn f e r s 1: a d i a 1 W·1/ 2

The aridity of the climate is still the same as in tile preceding sub 
stages. But the temperature Clifferentiation which set on in the preceding
stadial deepens. This concerns mainly the region of central Europe. There
are biomes indicating explicitly warm or mild climate by tlieir community
patterns, but also cold climate. Extremely cold climate existing at that
substage has, however, not been found', The steppes become extended,
forest units, however, being still present. The coldest zone of that time
stretches from central Germany across Poland, Czechoslovakia and
the Pannonian lowland.

Substage of Sta(fial W 2

A relatively quick onset of cold climate. The dominating element is
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the steppe which, at the cost of forest units, began prevailing already
in the preceding interstadial. Unlike the preceding substage this is a cold
steppe, the forest units either disappearing altogether or strongly retreat
ing, persisting only on optimum sites and changing their species pattern.
The coldest regions are found north of the Alps, in Czechoslovakia and
on the western coast of the Black Sea. The onset of cold -climate place
chiefly in the regions of central and eastern Europe ; in some territories
only an increase in the quantity of steppe species was registered, which
evidently reflects the extension of steppe areas.

Sub s tag e 0 f 0 sc i I I a t ion W2/3 toW 3

The landscape is climatically very strongly differentiated, the climate
being mostly cold to extremely cold; like in the preceding stadial,
the cold steppe prevails. Besides regions with the tundra also elements
of the taiga can-be found and-in some regions even those of the central
European forest. The warmest climate at that time is in the Caucasus,
extremely cold climate registered in eastern Europe is in the catchment
area of the Dniester River and in the region south of the City of Kiev.

End 0 fS tad ia I- W 3

Also at that time a strong differentiation of faunistic communities
can be noticed, mainly because warmer forest elements start appearing
gradually in some biomes. The warmest regions are territories in
the north-western part of Spain and the Caucasus. The coldest territory
is a zone extending from south Germany across the Pannonian lowland
up to the Black Sea.

The above general climatic evolution is in detail in fluenced by dif
ferent levels of procession of the individual biomes. It is quite certain
that further new information, particularly from the eastern parts of
Europe, can complete it substantially. A closer view of the others will
be given by the analysis of the development of the individual biomes
of central and eastern Europe.

~. Bioprovinces of easter n an d c e n t r al E u r o p e
The Alps
It is not only the mountain range proper, but also extensive slopes,

which to a certain extent level the differences due to different absolute
heights of that region. In the subs tage W I one still finds in the loca li ties
animals from different climatic zones, but major finds of Sus scrota and
Felis silvestris terminate. In W1/ 2 there is still relatively warm weather,
tundra elements are in a subordinate position, animals of the taiga and
of the central European forest prevail. In W2/ 3 mildly cold climate
prevails, of cou rse besides the highest situated parts. Animals of the indi
vidual zones are more or less balanced in the community , but steppe
el ements prevail. Stadial W3 indicates cold climate, when approximately
to the same extent are represented elements of the Indlvldual plant:
zones (the tundra, the taiga, the steppe, the central European forest).

The above outline of development does, of course, not hold for the high
positions of the range and corresponds rather to the western and southern
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parts than to the northern part. A relatively great height and geographic
differentiation must be assumed. In lower positions, discontinuous forest
units never disappeared altogether, even though their strong reduction
took place in Wz, WZ/3 and in the first half of W3• At the same time it
follows from the above that the formation of extensive glaciation must
have been influenced by a variety of other factors than by a mere drop
in the average annual temperature.

The northern slopes of the Alps and the southern part of the FRG
This region was relatively very cold throughout the whole of Wilrm.

As early as at the beginning of the Last Glacial steppe and tundra
elements indicating very cold climate prevail. This pattern is also found
in W17 but in places even small units of the central European forest must
have existed. It is interesting that this substage appears to be mildly
cold, Le. relatively warmer than the very beginning of Wilrm, when it is
very cold there. In the stadial Wz steppe elements dominate, the climate
being cold. At the very end of W3 the climate is very cold, dominant
being the elements of the steppe and of the taiga.

From what has been said it follows that the northern territory adjacent
to the Alps and the southern region of the FRG had relatively cold
climate in the whole Wilrm, steppes were mostly dominant,even though
minor forest units of the taiga type or even those of the type of the central
European forest existed in places, chiefly in the first half of the Last
Glacial.

The central part of Germany
This region is of utmost importance from the point of view of the mi

grations of individual species between east and west, and at the same
time it is a region in which the dividing line of oceanic and continental
climate oscillated influencing the species pattern of the animals. Unfor
tunately, exactly classified finds as for the time are still relatively very
few. The Interstadial Wl/Z ' indicates rather cold climate, in the landscape
the steppe, the taiga and the central European forest are mixed. Even
the presence of the tundra cannot be eliminated. The same situation
exists at the end of the Glacial, when tundra and steppe elements prevail,
but minor units of the central European forest and the taiga must have
existed in isolated cases.

Like in the preceding biome the forests did not disappear altogether
in the course of Wilrm. Evidently they must have existed all the time,
even though to different extents at advantage~ussites.

The northern regions of the FRG and' Jutland
At the very end of W3 the steppe dominantes, of course the other types

of the plant cover are also present. Cold climate.

The region of Belgium
This region is to a certain extent all the time affected by the sea. In

stadial W2 the central European forest interchanging with the steppe
must have been greatly extended. The climate was mildly cold. Every
thing points to a certain climatic difference from central Europe, where
the beginning. of W2 means mostly the onset of conspicuously cold
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climate, Only in W3 the steppe begins prevailing intensely in the given
region, but despite this forest units must have been relatively large even
at that time. Climate was always mildly cold.

The above region had cospicuously different climate and plant cover
as against central Europe.

The region of Czechoslovakia
Early Wilrm is characterized by mildly cold to warm climate. This

probably holds also for the whole of WI. In the Interstadial W l / 2

the tundra and the steppe prevail, forests of only the taiga type exist,
the average temperature being higher and the climate mildly cold.
The beginning of W2 is characterized' by the expansion of steppes,
the number of tundra elements ' increases, others are strongly suppressed.
The average temperature drops abruptly, the climate becoming extremely
cold. Even though the temperature is on the average somewhat higher
in W213-W3J the climate still remains very cold, only the presence of
the taiga type forests increases. Towards the end of W3 another increase
in temperature follows, the climate is only cold, the steppe, however,
always dominant.

From the outline it is evident that in the course of Wilrm the territory
of Czechoslovakia was always covered with a steppe and with small
forests of the taiga type whose size and distribution evidently oscillated.
The climate, in comparison with other regions, was rather cold. Due to
a great variability of the relief a great differentiation even to short di
stances must be assumed.

The region of lowlands in Poland
The beginning ' of the Last Glacial is characterized by mildly climate

with the extension of the steppe, sometimes also of tundra and taiga-type
forests. Temperature in WI drops constantly, the climate becomes very
cold', steppe and tundra elements begin to prevail. A similar situation
can be encountered in Interstadial W1/2 as well, when the steppe and
the tundra still dominate and the elements of the central European forest
are quite missing. The climate is still very cold. From Wz there are not
sufficient exactly stratified finds, the substage W 213- W 3 indicates,
however, mildly cold climate with the presence of the steppe, the tundra
and the taiga. A similar situation exists at the very end' of W3, wh'en
elements of the steppe and the tundra prevail, the other elements being
in a subordinate position. The climate is still cold.

The broad plains of Poland thus had: cold! climate throughout Wilrm,
with the presence of the steppe, the tundra, and in different extent with
forests of the taiga type. The proportionality of the individual plant
covers oscillated.

The region of Hungary
The beginning of the Glacial is different from regions situated more

to the north and, is characterized' by relatively warm climate with
the presence of steppes, but also forest units of the taiga type as well
as that of the central European forest. In W1/2 the climate is mildly cold,
one can find elements of the steppe, the taiga and the tundra, very weekly
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aiso of the central European forest. The Stadial Wz is also substantially
different from the northern regions. The climate is warm, the central
European forest is strongly developed as well as the taiga, but, of course,
steppe regions are abundant. In this case, however, it is due to the aridity
of the climate. Warm climate is also found in the substage WZ/3-W'j,

when elements of the central European forest and of the steppe prevail.
Only at the very end of W3 a dramatic climatic change takes place.
The climate becomes extremely cold, practically the coldest in the whole
of Wurm, elements of the tundra begin dominanting, the forest of
the mildly cold zone disappears.

The region of Hungary, essentially the Pannonian lowland, has its
specific climate in the course of the Glacial, differing from that of
the regions located more to the north. It is on the average substantially
warmer, the colder onset does not begin at the beginning of Wz like in
other regions, but appears only at the end of the Glacial. For the whole
time, besides the end of W3, the forest of the central European type is
present, interchanging with areas of warm steppes.

The region of the central part of Rumania (the Carpathians)
In WI the climate there is relatively warm. The same can be said about

the Interstadial Witz, when the steppe prevails, forests of the taiga type
are present and the central European forest is very weakly represented.
From the substage WZ there is an insufficient number of stratifiable finds,
in WZ/3-W3 the climate is cold and steppes dominate. It can thus be
supposed that the beginning of Wz means the onset of cold climate
also here.

The region of the Danube delta
This region has its specific development different from the Carpathians

situated more to the west. Hitherto finds point to the fact that the beginn
ing of the Glacial is characterized by very cold climate with a significant
supremacy of steppe elements. Finds from later times, up to Wz, also
indicate very cold climate with prevailing elements of the steppe,
the tundra and the taiga type forests . The same is evident in the sub 
sequent substage WZ/3-W3• Towards the end of W3 the average tem
perature drops still more, the climate becomes extremely cold, e lements
of the steppe and of the tundra dominating. .

The above outline shows that throughout the Last Glacial the region
had conspicuously cold climate, due to probably its being ope n in
the northern direction. At the same time it appears that the effect of
the Black Sea on the mildering of average temperatures must have been
minimal and thus quite different from the region of Belgium. This kind
of development is thus quite typical of the region.

The region of the lower stretch of the Dniester River
In the substage W1/ 2 the steppe dominates altogether, the climate being

cold. In the substage WZ/3-W3 the climate there is extremely cold with
a clear dominance of the steppe, elements of the taiga being less frequent.

The region south of the City of Kiev
Finds marked as the substage WZ/3-W3 indicate extremely cold climate
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with the steppe prevailing, but elements of the tundra and those of
the taiga being relatively frequent.

The region between the middle stretch of the Don and the Volga Rivers
The substage of WI is characterized by the open steppe. In the substage

W2/3-W3 the steppe still prevails, but all the other plant covers are also
present. In comp-arison with the preceding biomes a certain improvement
of the climate is evident, which is reflected in an increased presence
of taiga type forests.

All the above regions of the Sovlet Union take up extensive plains
of eastern Europe, being characterized for the whole time by a clear
dominance of the steppe and of cold climate. In relation with them, quite
the same development was that of the region of the Danube delta.

The southern part of the Urals
In the substage W2 /3- W3 mildly cold climate prevailed with the steppe

dominating. Elements of the central European forest are also present.
The region differs essentially.from the Russian plains.

The upper stretch of the Pechora River (the Northern Urals)
It is interesting to 'See that also this region differs from" the Russian

plains, even though it is located so far in the north. In the substage
W 2/3-W3 the climate there was mildly cold, elements of the steppe and
the tundra being dominant, others represented to a smaller extent.

From the outline of the bioprovince of central and eastern Europe
a number of serious facts follow.

1) The average temperature of the individual biomes does not depend
on whether they lie more to the north or to the south, but is evidently
Influenced by a number of other factors which are sometimes more im
portants than their geographical position. In western Europe.it is e.g.
the proximity of the sea (such as in Belgium). The coldest regions at all
are perhaps the extensive plains of eastern Europe. Quite surprising in
relation with them is the behaviour of the region of the Northern and
Southern Urals.

The average temperature of the air seems to be influenced chiefly by
the circulation of cold air.

2) Most biomes exhibited differently cold climate for the whole time
of Wurm, warmer climate occurring in only isolated cases. It is, however,
necessary to realize that this view follows more or less from the com 
parison of the individual biomes. A different behaviour was only noticed
in the Pannonian lowland which is quite different from all the other
biomes.

The beginning of the Stadial W2 mostly means the deterioration of
the climate, as far as the average temperature is concerned. ' In only
isolated cases this deterioration sets on later.

3) All biom-es never developed permanently only steppes or only
continuous forests, either of the taiga type or of the mild zone forest,
Always in different ratios open areas of steppes were present inter-'
changing with forest units of different sizes, mostly of the taiga type.
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Forest of the central European type were present only in some places
and in subordinate amounts.

4) Even though from the faunistic point of view there is only one bio
province, its extensive climatic, plant and animal differentiations are
evident. Those differentiations can even be seen in the individual biomes.
That is why the time comparison from the point of view of the mutual
comparison of communities, from the onsets of the individual species
and/or their quantitative analysis, is very difficult, sometimes, at
the present level of knowledge, even imposible. From this situation there
follows the necessity of a through recognition of the development of
local communities, their individual populations and - on this basis '
the formation of local stratigraphic scales. Only then it will be possible
to arrive at further more exact conclusions concerning both development
of the fauna and detailed biostratigraphy.

H. The bioprovince of southern and central France
and the Pyrenees

The region of southern and central France
In the substage WI this region has significantly very warm climate,

extensive forests of the mild zone interspersed with open steppe areas.
The dominanting element are forest animals, but the number of steppe
animals is not negligible. Quite current are species with higher tem
perature requirements, such as D. kirchberqensis, H. amphibius, P. anti
quus. Together with them there, however, occur also species living in
the tundra and the taiga, such as Ranqijer tarandus, M. primiqenius,
C. antiquitatis etc. The same is repeated in the substage W1/2; most
numerous are again animals characteristic of the central European forest
of the mild zone, abundant are also steppe animals. D. kirchberqensis and
P. aniiquus are still present, together with Ranqijer tararuius, Alopex
lagopus. The climate is still very warm.

The substage W2, unlike in bioprovince A, does not mean any sub
stantial change. The climate remains very warm, elements of the mild
zone forest prevail, steppe animals are frequently represented, elements
of the tundra and of the taiga are relatively few . But species requiring
very high average temperatures have disappeared altogether. Only this
change can, to a certain extent, remind of much greater changes appear
ing at that time in central and, eastern Europe.

Only the substage W2/3-W3 signifies a certain drop in temperatures.
The climate is, however, still warm, evidently highly arid'. For the most
part there occur animals characteristic of life in the steppe, the number
of elements of the central European forest drops. EVidently the areas of
steppes extend at the cost of the forest.

A similar situation exists at the very end of W3• Dominant elements
are on the one hand steppe animals, on the other hand forest animals.
Also elements of the tundra and of the taiga are relatively strongly re
presented. (Ovibos mosctiatus, Alopex laqopus, Mam. prtmiqenius, Coel .
antiquitatts and others.) The climate is, however, still warm.

From the outline it follows that the biome in question had warm to
very warm climate all the time which, however, was evidently differently
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arid in the course of time. Only towards the end of the Glacial drop in 
the average temperature can be noticed which was reflected by the dis
appearance of highly thermophile species and later on by an increased
share of steppe - elements together with animals of the tundra and
the taiga. Animals typical of the tundra and the taiga have lived there
practically without interruption almost since the very beginning of
the Glacial irrespective of the average high temperature, only their
quantity changes. By its overall development this biome thus essentially
differs from all biomes of bioprovince A.

The Pyrenees
The first major number of exactly stratified finds come only from

the Stadial W2. The climate at that substage was warm, most animals
are forest and steppe ones, relatively frequently also taiga and - tundra
elements are found. A similar situation is found at the very end of V.,T3.
The dominant element at that substage are animals of the central
European forest, but elements of the steppe, the taiga, and the tundra
are also strongly represented.

No changes are apparent in the biome between the Stadial W2 and
the end of W3• In any case differences following from different relative
heights of the mountain range are necessarily to be expected.

This outline itself shows some specificities within the whole blo
province

1) The climate was warm to very warm throughout Wiirm. Towards
the end of the Glacial average temperature drops, but the drop is not
too great and it is rather a matter of increased aridity. Thus this region
differs strongly from central and eastern Europe.

2) All the time there existed side by side units of the central European
forest (the forest of the mild zone) and open warm steppes, there may
have only been oscillations as far as their mutual ratio is concerned. Up
to the end of W2 animals of the forest prevail, from that time onward
steppe elements make themselves more felt.

3) From the very beginning of Wiirm animals requiring explicitly warm
climate live side by side with species nowadays living in regions of
the tundra and the taiga i Ranqtier tarandus, Alopex laqopus i and-extinct
species which, according to some authors, looked only for cold climate
(the mammoth, the woolly rhinoceros). The possibility of their coexistence
with other animals is rather due to the character of the landscape (open
steppes and forest units), i.e. certain aridity of the climate and in no
case to only the average annual temperature, as some still think.

C. The bioprovince of northern Spain
This is the northernmost part of the Iberian Peninsula besides the Py

renees. In Early Wiirm forest species prevail, but steppe elements are
also frequently represented'. The climate was very warm, H. amphibius
and D. kirchberqensis occur quite commonly. An analogical sltuatlon
can also be seen in the course of Wll both as regards -the temperature
and the species pattern. Only W2 means a certain change -consisting in
H. amphibius being missing, but D. kirchberqensis still being present.
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Most species are still characteristic of the forest zone, tundra elements
are relatively few iRatiqiier tararuius, Cael . antiquitatis v, The climate
was a lwa ys very warm. The same is repeated at the end of W3 with only
one difference, viz. that species boun d explicit ly to ver y warm climate
are missing.

From the outline it is evident th at for the whole time of Wlirm
th e climate was very warm. If in the prec eding bioprovince, B, there
were evident changes reflected chiefly in the ratio of forest and steppe
anima ls , in this case it is not like that. The species pattern of the com
munity do es not change essentially in the course of the Glacial, besides
species that die out. That means that the effect of climatic oscillations
of. the Last Gla cial which were particularly strong in central and eastern
Eur ope and which were still felt in southern and central France, even
th ough rathe r in a different degree of aridity, are not refl ected even in
that way. It is pos sib le to except the fa un a to be more monotonous and
changes due to extinction and migration.

D. T 11 eb i 0 ,p I' 0 v inc e 0 f the Caucasus
The substag e .Wl is characterized,by very warm climate, forest elements

dominate, but steppe elements are quite frequent as ' well. From among
extinct climatically requiring species D. kirchberqensis is present.

In th e substage WZ/3-W3 the situation is similar. Forest animals still
dominate, but the number of steppe elements decreases, while the number
of an imal s found in the taiga grows. The climate is still very warm.
Essentially the same is repeated at the end of W3• Conspicuous is
the prevalence of animals of the mild zone forest, the climate, however,
remaining very warm.

Throughout Warm the region of the Caucasus differs conspicuously
from the region lying north of it. Throughout the Glacial the climate is
very warm, species of the mild zone forest prevailing. No dependences
can be seen from the pres ence of species of the steppe, the taiga and
the tundra and main ly from their oscillations. It can, therefore, be
assumed that th e climatic oscillation of Warm were not much reflected!
there, of course neglecting again the height factors which must have
resulted in certa in differentiation.

E. Th e bio province of the Crimea
The climate in WI was very warm, as indicated by the presence of

D. k irctiberqens is. Steppe forms are highly predominant, animals of
the mild zone forest and those of the taiga are present to a lesser extent.

Of interest is the community pattern in the Interstadial Wit z- Steppe
forms stil predominate, which, after all, is due to the underlytng rocks
in the region. But animals of th e mild zone forest and of the taiga are
relativel y abunda ntly represented. A relatively high presence of tundra
elements is expl ained' by their continuous penetration from the region
lying to the north of the Crimea. Therefore I think that the climate was
still warm.

A similar situation is re peated in tlie substage WZ/3-W3 and, after all,
also at the very of W3• It cannot be excluded' that percentual rations



might indicate certa in cooling in WZ/3-W3, but then the end of W3 would
again mean a change towards warmer climate. The climate was, however,
alwa ys warm.

The bioprovince of the Crimea is characterized by certain specificity
by which it differs from its immediate surroundings :

1) Unlike in the region ly ing more to the north, the climate was
a lways warm all the time of the Glacial, which is due to the configuration
of the terrain, Le. the terrain is open toward the south and closed
towards the north. It is not due to the Black Sea whose presence was
not reflected in the Danube delta, and it cannot be assumed that it would
operate in the Crimea.

2) Dominance of steppe elements is due to the underlying rocks on
the one hand and to the aridity of the climate on the other hand. It is
typical of the who le Wlirm.

3) So far it cannot be safe ly proved that changes in the representation
of species of the individual climatic zones are in relation with the cli 
mati c oscillation of Wlirm.

F. The bioprov ince of Northern Italy
a nd Yugoslavia

The northern part of Italy and Yugoslavia has at that time its own
development. On the one hand it is fully connected with southern parts
influencing it strongly, on the other hand it is relatively well connected
to eastern Europe. From this it follows that it is a region influenced
by two different aspects, the northeastern influence being subject to
oscillation.

In Early Wlirm the climate is very warm. D. kirchberqensis is present
there. Despite a low number of finds it can be judged that in the land
scape forest stands interchanged with open steppe areas. This conclusion
is quite clearly verified by finds coming from WI. Elements of the mild
zone forest dominate, animals of the steppe are relatively frequently
represented. Tundra elements are almost altogether suppressed, species
of the taiga are somewhat more represented. The climate is very warm,
as indicated also by the presence of the species P. aniiquus, D. kirchber
qensis, and H . amphibius. This development continues up to the Inter
stadial Wl iZ, but there is a partial change. Only D. kirchbergensis is
present, and des pite a great prevalence of forest species also those
typical of no r thern regions, for the taiga and the tundra, begin appearing
in the greater amounts . This is an analogical phenomenon to that
observed in France, which is due to migration from the northern into
the region in which areas of forests and those of steppes alternate.
The climate, however , remains to be still very warm.

The Stadial Wz means a certain climatic break. Average temperature
drops, the climate is mildly co ld. Elements of steppes and those of
the taiga begin to mildly prevail, the number of tundra species increases
rapidly. At the same time the number of species typica l of mild zone
forest decreases. This drop in temperature lasts only in this Stadia!.
Already in the subsequent substage, between WZ/3-W3, the number of
species of the the central European forest increases, the number of taiga
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and tundra species is somewhat reduced. But the steppe still prevails
in the region. The climate at that time has changed to warm. A similar
situation can be noticed at the end of the Glacial, when there is no
essential change in comparison with the preceding substage.

It follows from the outline that up to W2 the climate was very warm.
The Stadial Wz means cooling which, however, changed into warm
climate from WZ/3. Irrespective of the average temperature there still
exist forests and steppes all the time, starting with VV 2 steppes spread
at the cost of forests.

CONCLUSION

The present paper is based on hitherto published exactly stratified
paleontological finds of mammals from the substantial part of Europe.
It concerns only the Last Glacial, a stage most important from the point
of view of the formation of present-day fauna. The region under In
vestigation is divided into a number of bioprovinces, some of which are
subdivided into biomes.

The analysis of the communities of the individual time sectors shows
the complex character of their development, that most of the species are
neither warm nor cold adapted, but not even stenothermic, but rather
eurythermic. Therefore our ideas concerning some present, but mostly
exctinct animals had to be changed in this respect.

The changes in the Wlirm macroclimate are well known in the general
level. Although they are important from the point of view of the com
munities, much more important is . the mesoclimate of the individual
minor territories. This local climate is very strongly differentiated chiefly
in the area of centr-al Europe. 'I'he consequence thereof is that in this
area local stratigraphic diagrams will have to be elaborated from the point
of view of biostratigraphy, and only on this basis it will be possible to
compare the localities of individual territories.

In the Last Glacial there was a biome in the whole of Europe which
in this extent does not exist nowadays, i.e. the biome of interchanging
forests and steppes, ending by the onset of Holocene. The analysis of
the fauna shows that the majority of species were tied rather to this
plant cover than to average annual temperature, which means thaf
fhe aridity or the oceanity of the climate were often more important
than the drop or the increase in the average annual temperature. Dif
ferences in temperature in many mammal species were thus not the chief
factor of their distribution in the region studied. At the same time it"
appears that the primary effect of temperature was not always due to
the degree of latitude in the given area.

In the conclusion it can be said that the Last Glacial under all above
conditions had faunistic communities much richer than ever the case in
Holocene which means their essential reduction. And the main role in this
reduction - at least at the beginning - is not the presence of man.
From this point of view that stage appears much more favourable for
the existence of the fauna than has been considered so far under the in
fluence of purely geologic information.
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Distribution of some mammal species in th e Last Glacial in the studied region of
Europe. It does not concern the maximum distr ibuti on, but only finds stratified in
detail. That means that the areas of dis tribution of th e individual sp ecies are larger.
Explanations to all the maps: empty and full sign s with out stroke de no te the presence
of the spe cies in a locality , empty and full sings with st roke th e dominance in the com
munity.

Full circles - Early Wtirm
Empty circles - substage WI
Full triangles - Interstadial Wl /Z
Empty tr ia ngl es - Stad ia I Wz
Full squares - substage WZ/3 to W3 (inc luded)
Empty squares - end of W3

Fig. 1 Lepus timidus
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Fig. 2 Ochotona pusilla
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Fig. 3 Castor tiber
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Fig. 4 Lemmus lemmus
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Fig. 5 Dicrostonyx sp.
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Fig. 6 Lynx lynx
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Fig. 7 Vulpes vulpes
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Fi g. 8 Alopex lagopus
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Fig. 9 Gulo gulo
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Fig. 10 Ursus arctos, Ursus prise us



Fig. 11 Mammonteus prtmiqenius
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Fig . 12 Coel odonta anttquttatis
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Fig. 13 Equus sp .



Fig. 14 Equus 1AsinusJ hydruntinus
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Fig. 15 Sus scrota
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Fig. 16 Cervus elaphus
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Fig. 17
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Capreolus capreolus
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Fig . 19 Megaloceros giganteus
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Fig. 20 Rangifer tarandus
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rimiqeniusFig . 21 Bas p
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Fig. 22 Bison priseus
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Fig. 23 saiqa tatarica
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Fig. 24 Rupicapra rupicapra
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FIg. 25 Ovibos moscliatus
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Fig. 26 Capra ibex , Capra pyrenaica, Capra aeqaqrus
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RUDOLF MUSIL

PALEOBIOGRAFIE TERESTICKYCH SPOLECENSTEV V EVROPE
BEHEM POSLEDNIHO CLACIALU

Kdyz [se m ep r acovava l monograltt 0 jeskynnfch medvsdech z ohlast! ce le Evropy
(Musil 1980, 1982), shromazdil jsem veskerou mne dostupnou literaturu ze vsech evrop
skych statu . [e dnotli ve clanky pojednavaly nejen 0 jeskynnich medvedech, ale podavaly
i prehled celych Iaunisttckych spolecenstev, mnohdy i velmi detailne a po .jednot llvych
ca sove pi'esne zarazenych vrstvach, Z tohoto celkoveho pl'eh ledu, ktery mam k dispo
zici, vznikla pak mo]e snaha podat v t810 praci vyvo] Iauntsnckych spclecenstev Evropy.

[ako nejvhodne jsi se mne jevilo omezit se pouze na poslednf glacial, a to z toho du 
vodu, ze toto obdobi je nejhojne]i zastoupeno nalezy, je po vsech strankach nejlepe
znarne a vykazuje celou r adu klimatickych oscilacL Predchazi take bezprostredne ho 
locenu, tedy obdobi, ve kterem se detlnltivne formovala nase dnesni fauna a jiz [en
z tohoto hlediska je to proto obdobi nesmirne duleztte .

Puvodne [sem chte l oblast cele Evropy rozdeltt rovnomerne do [ednotlivych provincif
a tyto zpracovavat samostatne. Jiz na samem pocatku vsak bylo zre jme, ze to nebude
dost dobre mozne. Je tomu tak proto , ze naleztste fosilni fauny nejsou rozprostrena
ste jnomerne, ale koncen tru ji se pouze do urcitych oblasti. Tim pak vznikaji jednak
mista s velkou kvantitou nalezu, jedn ak plochy, kde jsou nalezy pouze ojedine le, pri 
padne zce la chybL K tomu pristupu]e samozrejme i stupen prozkoumanosti jednot li
vych oblasti.
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Z vyse uvedenych diivodii jsem proto vyclenil oblasti s vetsim mnozstvim 10kalit
a zhruba ve stejnou dobu se stejnyrnl kllmatlckymi podmlnkarni. Do ostatnfch okolnich
ploch je mozne pak zavery obecne interpretovat. [ednctltve samostatne zpracovavane
oblasti od zapadu na vychod jsou pak tyto:
Oblast 1 severni cast Pyrenejskeho poloostrova [m imo Pyreneje, prevazne sz. cast)

2 Pyreneje a jejich podhutI
3 jizni a stredni Francie
4 severm a stredrn cast Italle a [ugcslavle ph pobrezt [aderskeho more
5 Alpy a jejich rozsahle pl'edhuf'I
6 [tzm cast BRD
7 stredni Nernecko (BRD a DDR)
B severn! cast BRD, [utsky poloostrov a jeho jiznejsf okolf
9 oblast Belgie

10 Ceskoslovensko, hlavne Morava, mene Cechy a Slovensko
11 Polsko , prevazne [eho stredni a jizni polovina
12 Panonska niztria, h lavne jejf severni cast
13 vnitrozemt Rumunsk a
14 okolf dunajske deIty
15 oblast kolem reky Dnestr (SSSR)
16 oblast jizne od mesta Kyjev (SSSR)
17 poloostrov Krym (SSSR)
18 oblast mezi rekou Don a Volha (SSSR)
19 Kavkaz se svyrn podhurIm
20 jizni cast pohoi'I Jiznf Ural
21 severnf tok reky Pecorv (Severnf Ur al )

Tyto oblasti vytycene h lavne z h lediska koncentrace lokalit tvort tedy opernou kostru
k resenj problematiky vyvoje spo lecenstev Evropy behem wtirmu.

V pracl [e proveden casovy rozbor Iaunlstickvch spolecenstev jednotlivych oblasti
s paleoekotogtckyrn vyhodnocenim a s uvedenim domtnantnich druhu. Tohoto vyhod
nocern je pouzito pro rekonstrukci klimatu a rostlinneho krytu a [ednotltve oblasti
[sou pak ve stejnych casovych usecich vzajemne srovnavany.

V d alsl castt je pak proved en rozbor [ednotltvych druhu z h L diska jejich rozstrent ,
jejich mtgract a kvantity zastoupent ,

Posledni kapitola pojednava 0 vyvojt celeho f aunistlckeho spo lecenstva behern po
slednfho g lactalu ve studovane oblasti, 5 8 zavery tykajlcirm se dalslho studia. Rozeblra
zak ladnl Iaktory tehdejstho rpr os t r ed i, ekolcgicke pozadavky [ednothvycn druhu a na
tomto zaklade rozdeluje studovanou oblast do jednctlivych uioprovtncn a biomu wurrnu.

Rozbor spolecenstev jednotltvych casovych useku ukazuje na kornpllkovanost [ejich
vyvo]e, na to, ze vetsina druhii neni ani termofilnfch nebo kryofilnfch a ani steno
termnich, ale spfse eurytermnich. Proto nase predstavy 0 nekterych soucasnych, ale
hlavne vymrelvch zvn-ectvech by bylo nutne v tomto smeru ponekud pozmenit. .

Zmeny makroklimatu wurmu jsou v obecne rovine dnes dobfe zname. I kdyz [sou
z hlediska vyvoje spolecenstev duleztte, presto mnohem diUezitejsl [e mezoklima jed
not livych mensich uzernt. Toto rnistni klima je totiz h lavne v prostorach stredni Evropy
velmi sllne diferencovane. Diisledkem toho je, ze v tomto arealu je nutne z hlediska
biostratigrafie prtkroctt k vytvareni lokalnich str-attgraftckych schernat a teprve na
tomto podklade srovnavat lokality jednotlivych iizeml.

Celli. Evropa mela v poslednlm glacialu biom, ktery v tomto rozsahu dnes neexistuje,
a to biom sti'Idajfcich se lesu a stepi, ktery konct nastupern holocenu. Rozbor fauny
pritom ukazuje, ze vazba vetSiny druhii existovala spiSe na tento rostlinny kryt nez na
priimernou roeni teplotu, Z8 tedy aridita nebo oceanita klimatu byla mnohdy diilezi
tejsf nez vlastnf snizeni nebo zvyseni priimerne roeni teploty. Rozdfly v teplote nebyly
tedy u mnohych druhii saveii hlavnim faktorem jejich rozs11'enf ve studovane oblasti.
Zaroven se ukazuje, ze primarni teplotnf efekt nebyl vzdy vyvolli.n pouze stupnem
sirky v dane oblasti.

Zaverem je mozne j;ici, ze posledni glacial prave ze vsech vyse uvedenych diivodii
mel faunistickli. spoleeenstva poetem druhii mnohem bohatsi nez tomu kdykoliv bylo
v holocenu, ktery znamena jejich podstatne ochuzenf. A hlavn1 ulohu v tomto ochu
zeni - aspon zpocatku - nehraje pritomnost eloveka. Z tohoto pohledu S8 nam pak
toto obdobf jevf pro existenci fauny mnohem optimalnejsI, nez se nekdy hlavn8 pod
vlivem ciste geologlckych poznatkii dosud uvazovalo.
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Table 2. Eastern and i.:entral Europe (bioprnvince A) in the couse of Wftrm.
Abbrevl~tions in the individnal biomes denote the quantitative representation
of the individual eculugical mammal groups.

Biomes

End of
W3

Wl/2

Early
WQrm

5. the Alps

in the same ratio
tundra, steppe, taiga
and central European
forest
cold climate

rteppe prevail1ng,
others balanced

mildly cold climate

forest and taiga
elements prevailing,
taiga subordinate.

warm climate

animals of all
environments.
Sus and Felis
stloestris finishing.

6. the southern part
of the FRG

steppe and taiga
dominating, central
European forest
receding
climate very cold

abundant steppe
elements,
others balanced

cold climate

steppe and tundra
elements, central
European forest.

mlldly cold climate

steppe and tundra
elements prevailing

very cold cUmate

7. Central Germany

tundra and steppe .
prevailing, little taiga
and central European
forest.
cold climate.

central European
forest, taiga, tundra,
steppe.

cold climate.



Tab. 2 [continued ]

B. Northern part of
FRG, Jutland

steppe dominant,
ethers balan ced.

cold climate.

9. Belgium

steppe prevailing ,
much tundra and central
European forest

mild ly cold climate.

roughly balanced, abundant
central European forest,
steppe + tundra,
steppe + forest.

mildly cold climate.

10. Czechoslovakia

steppe dominant
others In .th e same
ratio.

cold climate.

steppe, tundra,
taiga pre vailing.

very cold climate.

steppe and tundra
domlna:tl1ng, others
in the bac kg round.

ext remely cold climate,

tundra, st eppe,
taiga prevatllng,

mildly cold climate.

steppe and tundr a
elements,

very cold climate.

t aiga, tundra, Steppe.

very ~old cUmate.



11. Poland

tundra domlnatlq,
othe r elements
little represen ted .

cold climate.

eve rything ·balllDced.

mildly cold climate.

tundra and steppe dominant,
elements of ce ntra,l Europe..
forest mis sing altogetber .

very cold climate.

steppe and tundra elements
doml'Dat e.

very cold climate.

taIga, tundra, steppe.

mildly cold ellmate.

12. Hungary

tundr a dominating, otbe rs
little .represented,
cent ral Euro pean forest
missing.
climate ext reme ly cold .

central European for est ,
ste ppe , others suppr essed.

warm climate .

cent r al Eur opean forest
and taiga dominate,
steppe very fr equent.

warm climate.

tundra, steppe, taiga, we ak
central European forest.

mildly cold climate .

~iBa, centra:l European forest ,
steppe.

mildly warm climate.

13. Rumania

.feppe.

cold climate.

steppe, taiga dominant ,
we ak central European
fores t.

warm climate.

warm climate.



Tab. 2 (continued J

14. the Danube delta

st eppe and tundra dominate,
central European ror est
suppre ssed.

extremely cold climate .

steppe dominant,
othe rs weakly represented.

very cold climate.

st epp e dominant,
tundra and tai ga abundant.

very cold cllmatn,

15. th e Dniester

steppe dominant,
less tundra and taiga,

extre mely cold climate.

] 6. south of Kiev

steppe dominant,
tundra and taiga
abundant.

extremely cold cltmate.

clean-cut steppe.

cold climate.

steppe elements prevatltng.

Yery cold climate.



18. between the Don
and the Volga

steppe dominant ,
ether elements
abundant.

cold climate.

open steppe.

20. Southern part of
the South Urals

all elements .

cold climate.

steppe dominant,
other elements less ,
but also central
European forest.
mildly cold climate.

21. Upper stretch of the
Pechora

steppe and tundra dominant,
other elements less.



Table 1: Percentual Representation of the Individual Ecological Groups of Animals in the Individual Regions during the Last Glacial

Regions
l ate Gl aci al
W 3

Subs tag e

W 1/ 2

Subst a g e
W,

E ~rly Wurm

1 3 R u m a ni a

1 5 the D ni e s t e r

3 Fr an ce

1 9 t h e Ca ucas u s

mild ly co ld dimate

very w a r m cli mate

extremely cold dima

very co ld c lim a te

warm cl imate

co ld cl imate

• 0 .A 5 • 0 A iI • 0 £ e fi 0 A- lii • 0 A II • 0 .A •
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0 20 ; ' (3 0 5 0 33 1 7 , 3 3 :, 7' 2 1 27 33 1 3 2 4 21 36 1 8 3 1 2 3 3 1 1l.i
""""'""'" --- ---_. _. - / ---

0 0 80 20 28 24 36 1 '2
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0 1 4 51 ~ 8 2 5 50 1 1 "1 '21 50 '21 2 0 25 3 5 2 0
"')(~X )()O ( X M)C)(X

1 2 2 4 3 9 24 19 25 3 7,5 1 '9
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10,5 1. 1 47 '21-
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21 18 36 18......
4 3 27 2 3 1 48 35 1 3 ,4 4 3 22 26 9- - -

I
\

2 2 1 1 4 4 22 1 e 25 41 19-_. - _.-
"

18, 5 1 '8 5 '3 : 26, ,,. _.-
~ -- ~ -,-

t he Danub e de l t a

the Cri mea

req i o n between t he
D o n and the Vol g a

' 4

5 t he A lp s

4 It a l y I Yuq o s la vi a

2 the Pyr~ nee 5

6 so ut he rn f RG

8 northern part o f
FRG , j u tl an d

7 cen tra l -Germany

9 Bel g iu m

1 north e r n pa r t of
Ibe ri an Pe n i n su la

2 1 n ort h ern part o f
the Pe ch o r a Ri v er

1 7

1 () r e g i o n south of Kiev

10 C SS R

20 sou ther n pa r t o f th e
Sout h Ural s

18

12 Hu ngary

11 Poland
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